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FOREWORD 
This report is the second of two which have resulted from contract 
NAS8-33097 between Physical Sciences Inc. and the NASA Marshall Spaceflight 
Center, for a research study entitled "Laser-Heated Thruster." The first 
report 1S an Interlm Report, dated February 1980, PSI TR-20S. The present 
report is the Final Report PSI TR-220. 
The effort accompl1shed under the contract, over the perlod 
September 1, 1978 through September 30, 1980, 1S documented 1n these two 
reports. Together they present the techn1cal work performed. The Inter1m 
Report contains most of the work on laser absorption physics, radiation 
physics, thermodynamics and transport propert1es, and the preliminary ver-
sion of the thrust chamber design computer program. In this F1nal Report 
the flrst five chapters contain a summary of all the work, WhlCh can serve 
dS an Executlve Summary. The n1ne appendlces of th1s Final Report conta1n 
the deta11s of additlonal technlcal work not presented 1n the Interim Report. 
The two reports should be read together to obtain complete documentat10n 
of the work accompllshcd. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Th1s report 1S the f1fth ~ a series of reports written for NASA 
by Phys1cal SC1ences Inc. on the subJect of CW laser propuls10n and laser-
heated thrusters. The f1rst three reports were wr1tten under sponsorsh1p 
of the NASA Lew1s Research Center, wh1le the fourth and the present (fifth) 
ones were written under sponsorsh1p of NASA Marshall Spacefl1ght Center. 
The f1rst report (Ref. 1) presented a study of the mechan1sms by 
which laser energy can be absorbed ~to a gas. It also reported on a study 
of the flow of an 1deal gas 1n a nozzle, when underg01ng laser energy absorp~ 
t10n. The stab1l1ty of th1s absorpt10n process to small d1sturbanc~s was 
also cons1dered. 
The second report (Ref. 2) dealt prLmar1ly w1th the flow of hydrogen 
wh1ch 1S absorb1ng 10.6 ~m laser cad1at10n by 1nverse Bremsstrahlung. The 
hydrogen was treated as a real gas ~ chem1cal equ1l1br1um. The flow was 
quas1-one-d1mens10nal. Rad1at10n losses from the hot hydrogen were ~cluded 
by study~g 1tS rad1at1ve propert1es and construct1ng a s1mple model to use 
1n the flow equat10ns. The pure hydrogen laser-heated thruster requ1res 
the presence of a laser supported combust10n (LSC) wave at the entrance to 
the heat1ng chamber to prov1de the absorpt10n mechan1sm. In Ref. 2 the prop-
ert1es of th1s wave were est1mated rather crudely. 
A th1rd report (Ref. 3) focused on the structure of LSC waves 1n 
eqU1l1br1um hydrogen absorb1ng 10.6 ~m rad1at10n, to prov1de more deta1led 
L~fo~at10n on th1s 1mportant element of pure hydrogen thrusters. A one-
d1mens10nal model was constructed, Includ1ng rad1at10n losses and aX1al rad1a-
t10n transport. Several two-d1menS10nal effects were 1ncorporated 1nto th1s 
one-d1mens10nal nodel, 1nclud~g laser beam convergence and transverse con-
duct10n and rad1at1on losses. The relat.1on between laser ~tens1ty and mass 
flow per un1t area 1nto the wave was determ1ned numer1cally. A one-d1mens10nal 
expans10n of the heated hydrogen to a nozzle throat was also calculated for 
one case. Peak hydrogen temperat~es of 20,000 K were found 10 LSC waves. 
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These stud1es for NASA/Lew1S led to the general conclusion that laser 
energy could be used to heat hydrogen in a stable manner, but the resulting 
ga~ was very hot and would lose a substant1al port10n of 1tS energy by radia-
t10n. It became clear that further stud1es should focus on ways to reduce 
the heat losses and the associated wall-cooling problems. 
At the same t1me, the sponsorship of laser propuls10n work within 
NASA was sh1fted to the Marshall Spacef11ght Center, under whose aegis PSI 
has cont1nued the1r stud1es. The present report 1S the second under Marshall 
spo~sorship, represent1ng the f1nal report on a two-year research study. 
Th1S work has explored some alternat1ves to the pure hydrogen rocket, which 
w1ll perm1t operat10n at lower temperature w1th smaller losses and less-
str1ngent wall-coot1ng reqU1rements. It has developed two-d1mens10nal (axi-
Symmetr1C) computer programs useful for the des1gn of the thrust chamber 
of a laser-heated thruster. 
One approach to reduc1n9 the gas temperature 1S to seed the hydrogen 
w1th a small amount of eas1ly 10n1zable gas, such as an alka11 metal-vapor. 
Th1S seed w11l produce electrons at a much lower temperature than hydrogen. 
S1nce electrons arc a necessary element for laser energy absorpt10n by inverse 
Bremsstrahlung, th1s w1ll per~t absorpt1on to start at a lower temperature 
than 10 pure hydrogen, and so result 1n a lower temperature gas. An LSC 
wave 1S st1ll needed to heat the gas from the 1nlet temperature up to the 
temperature at wh1ch ~uff1c1ent 10n1zat10n has occurred to pe~t laser energy 
absorpt1on. Th1s LSC wave operates 1n se~ded hydrogen, and w1ll have a dif-
ferent wave speed vs. 1ntens1ty relal1onsh1p than a pure hydrogen LSC wave. 
One of the tasks 1n the present study was mod1f1cat10n of the pure hydrogen 
LSC wave model developed 1n Ref. 3 to 1nclude the presence of ces1um vapor 
seed. 
A second approach to reduc1ng the gas temperature 1S to seek laser 
energy absorbers wh1ch operate at the lOlet gas temperature and cont1nue 
absorb1~g all the laser energy as the gas teMperature r1ses. Th1S re~1res 
a low temperature absoLber as well as a ncd1um temperature absorber. The 
latter can aga1n be dn alka11 metal vapor, such as ces1um. The tormer cust 
be a molecular absorber "tu.'1ed" to the part1cular laser rad1at10n be1ng used. 
Cand~date molecular absorbers were ldent~f~cd based on the studies of Ref. 1. 
A llkely candldate for low temperature absorptlon of 10.6 ~ radiation is 
water vapor, wmch wlll absorb tms radlatlon untll It dl.SSoclates around 
4,000 K, after whlch the alkall metal vapor wlll produce enough electrons 
to let lnverse Bremsstrahlung absorptlon become effectlve. With both low 
and medl.UID temperature absorbers, there lS no need for the use of the LSC 
wave mechanlsm to provlde the lnltlal gas heatlng. The absorption proceeds 
contlnuously from the lnlet temperature untll all the laser energy lS absorbed. 
This heatlng mode wlll be referred to as contlnuous heatlng, in contrast to 
the LSC wave heatlng mode, where only medlUID and hlgh temperatura (hydrogen) 
absorbers are used. 
The contlnUOUS heatlng mode can also be used wlth other laser wave-
lengths. For CO lasers, wlth radlatlon around 5.3 ~, Ref. 1 suggests that 
elther NO or H20 can functlon as the low temperature absorbers. In thls 
case,-there lS also a molecular absorber, CO, whlch survlves to medlUID tempera-
ture (at least 6,000 K), and could be used lnstead of the alkall metal vapor 
seed. It lS advantageous to avold th1S latter seed, 1f posslble, because 
ltS hlgh molecular welght reduces the rocket speclflc lmpulse. 
Introduclng seeds lnto the prlmary propellant gas compllcates the 
gas storage and supply system, slnce It requ1res gOlng from a mono-propellant 
to a bl-prcpellant or trl-propellant system, although the seeds do not have 
to be kept beparate from the prlmary propellant In thls case. There 1S another 
posslble c,pproach to reduclng the temperature wh1.ch does not requlre any seeds. 
ThlS ldea 1.S to provlde ~ co-flowlng buffer gas around the central laser-
heated hydrogen core, wh1.ch can act as an 1.nsulator for the walls. After 
tr~ core lS heated, 1.t w1.ll mlX W1.th the buffer and flnally provlde a unl-
formly ~eated gas flow at a lower temperature to be expanded and provlde 
thrust. The buffer gas can also be hydrogen at the sa~ 1.nlet condltlons 
as the co~e gas. The only d.fference 1.S that the laser beam dlameter lS 
smaller tr4n the gas streaM d1arneter, so only the ce~tral part of the gas 
1S he<lted by the laser. If th1S approach Y1elds satlsfactory spet;lf1c lm-
pulse, and low enough wall heatlng to be handled, It lS perhaFs the slmplest 
and most deslrable one. 
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The present study was undertaken to prov~de the tools for assess~ng 
spec~f~c examples of these three alternate approaches to CW laser-heated 
tr~usters. We ~ve cons~dered the follow~ng comb~nat~ons of laser wavelength 
and propellant gas ~xtures: 
1. CO2 (10.6 ~) rad~at~on w~th H2/CS (LSC wave heat~ng ~e) 
2. CO2 (10.6 ~) rad~at~on w~th H2/H20/CS (cont~nuous heat~~g 
mode) 
3. CO (5.3 ~) rad~at~on w~th H2/CO/NO. or H2/CO/H20 (cont~nuous 
heat~ng mode) 
4. CO2 (10.6 ..nI) rad~at~on w~th 1I2/H2 buffer (LSC wave heahng 
mode) 
To evaluate each of these alternat~ves the follow~ng phys~cal prop-
ert~es of the gas, ~xture must be modeled: 
1. Laser energy absorpt~on propert1es. 
2. Rad1atl\'e 3.:1.d absorpt1ve propert1es. 
3. Thcrrnodyna~c and transport prcpert1es. 
These gas propert~es nust be ~ncorporatec 1r. a gas flow model wh~ch 
1ncludes the relevant effects of heat1ng by laser energy absorpt~on, gas 
ra(hat1on enl.lss~on and a.csorpt~on, and tho:! usual flow c:fects of cc-:':ec-
t1cn and heat transfer. 
In the 1nter~n report 1ssl.ed under the present seudy (Ref. 4) most 
0: ~he pr-ys~cal propcrt1es of the gas n~xtt!res ... ere prespnted. The absorp-
tl~:1. of 10.6 and 5.3 ~I'l ra.:hat~on by lnverse Bremsstrahlung, and by ... ater 
\·.Jpor, ar'd the absorpt~o'1 of 5.3 C-.." rad1at1on Dy H.,O, CO and KO were descrlhed. 
The rad~at1ve and ~sorptl ... e propertles of the 1I"'portant radlatlng s~~cles 1n 
tre gas ~xtures were Modeled. The thernodyna~c and transport propertles 
v: 3. ~xture of hydrogen .;>nd CC51t::'. t;.p to 20,000 " · ... ere developed, for use 
~-. :SC wa\'c calculatlC'1s. (For tre other gases, H: the contlnuous heatlng 
ncde, st~'1dard che~cal e~u1ll~r~~" coc;s can ~e used, SlnC0. the te~eratures 
of :':1tere3"C for CC'1tl:11.0U5 ~e~,tl:1g do ""at :;0 -u::h beyond 6,COO K.) 
• J 
Also conta1ned 1n the 1nter1m report was an aX1symmetric flow model 
for the cont1nuous heat~g mode, 1ncluding a laser beam shape, and a radiat10n 
model for the part1cular case of a 30 atm mixture of H~/~20/CS = 0.945/0.05/ 
0.005. 
The present f1nal report presents add1t10nal work performed since 
August 1979. It should be looked upon as supplementary to the inter1m report 
(Ref. 4), and does not repeat the mater1al of that report. rhe two reports, 
taken together, present the work accompl1shed under the present contract 
w1th NASA/MSFC. 
Chapter II of th1s report descr1bes some results obta1ned US1ng s1mple 
flow models for the LSC wave heat1ng and cont1nuous heat1ng modes. These 
models can be used for mapp1ng out the regions of 1nterest1ng thrusters and 
prov1d1ng order-of-magn1tude est1mates of the1r performance and heat1ng prop-
ert1es. They prov~de very useful s1mp1e tools for parametr1c eJa1uation of 
laser-heated thrusters. The deta~ls of the models are g1ven 1n Append1ces 
A, B, C and D. 
Chapter III descr1bes the aX1symmetr1c flow thrust chamber des1gn 
codes for both heat1ng modes, as well as the LSC wave code whose output 15 
needed for the LSC wave hedt1ng mode des1~\ code. The deta11s of the flow 
models are prov1ded 1P Append1c~s E, F, G, and H. 
DurL~g the early par~ of the present study, a l1terature survey was 
made of the absorpt1on coeff1c1ent of water vapor for 10.6 urn rad1at1on. 
It was found that the l1terature showed a steep rr~n1mum near 500 K, pred1cted 
theoret1cally, and a n~er of em1SS10n exper1ments wh'ch tended to conf1rm 
tlas m1nUllurn. However, t!.ere appeared to be no laser ab~orpt10n exper1I:lents 
on water above toem te~perature. Then a report appeared (Ref. 5) 1n wh1ch 
laser &bsorpt10n measurements were made 1n a laser-heated gas. The values 
of absorpt10~ coefftc1ent pre~ented ther~ were an order of magn1tude or more 
above t~e values 1n the rest 0: the l1terature. In V1ew of the 1mportance 
o~ water vapor as a poss~le low temperature absorber, 1t was dec~ded by 
NASA/MSFC and PSI to perform a laser absorpt10n exper1ment on water vapor 
heated 1n a shoc~ tube, where the gas cond1t10ns could be pred1cted very 
5 
reliably. The results of this experiment are presented in Chapter IV of 
this report/ the details of the experiment are given in Appendix I. 
The conclusions which can be drawn from the work performed dun.ng 
the present study are set forth in Chapter V. 
6 
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II. SIMPLIFIED MODELS OF LASER-HEATED THRUSTERS 
Parametric studies of laser-heated thrusters can be fac1l1t1ed by 
t)le use of simplified models of the thrust chamber, wh1ch conta1n the essen-
tial physical elements of the thruster, but can be implemented in small, fast 
computer programs. Such models can be used to map out the operating charac-
terist1cs of laser-heated thrusters, and descr1be approx1mately the reg10ns 
of power, performance and wall heat1ng in wh1ch they operate. These maps 
can then be used to indicate how eng1neer1~g constraints, such as max~ 
wall heating rates, l1m1t the performance of thrusters which can be bU1lt. 
This, 10 turn, prov1des 1nfo~t10n ahout what thrusters are l1kely to lead 
to useful rocket engines. The maps can also be helpful 1n des1gn1ng exper1-
ments to prove the feasLb1l1ty of laser-heated thrusters. 
In order to prov1de th1S ~portant 1nformat10n, PSI has developed 
simplif1ed models for both the LSC wave and cont1nuous modes of gas heat1ng. 
These models are descr1bed 1n Append1ces B and A, respect1vely. They relate 
the follow1ng thruster parameters: 
F = Thrust 
I = Vacuum spec1f1C U\pulse 
sp 
PL Inc1dent laser power 
-Q
w 
Average wall heat1ng rate 
R = Thrust chamber rad1us 
L Thrust chamber length 
The models ar~ ~plemented 1n s~ple, fast computer prograMS wh1ch 
use the thermodynam1c state of the gas and some of the above parameters as 
1nputs. They use conservat10n of mass, momentum and energy to calculate the 
other parameters. Included are est1mates for convect1ve and rad1at1ve wall 
heat1ng. The thrust chamber geometry 1S modeled by a cyl1nder. In the con-
t1nuous heat1ng mode the wall heat1ng 1S calculated by tak1ng the gas tempera-
ture to be un1form at the h1ghest temperature, wh1ch 1S the eX1t temperature. 
In the LSC wave heat1ng mode, the losses frem the LSC wave are also calculated 
7 
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using the highest temperature in the wave, and those from the mixed gas 
reg~on are found using the exit temperature. These are believed to be 
conservative est~tes of the losses. On the other hand, the wall heating 
rate is the average over tne chamber walls, and does not consider the pos-
sibility of hot spots along the chamber length. 
The results of these models are expected to be accurate to better 
than an order of maqn~tude, and perhaps as good as a factor of two or three. 
With that understand~ng, they should be very useful ~n mapping out thruster 
parameters. 
The models have been exerc~sed to provide some examples of the re-
sults wh~ch can be obta~ned. F~gure 1 shows a map for an H2/H2 buffer 
thruster absorb~ng 10.6 ~m rad~at~on ~ the LSC wave heating mode at a 
pressure of 3 atm. It covers the range of 5 kN to 0.5 kN thrust (1124 to 
112 pounds), and I of 1094, 1402 and 2007. The combinat~on of laser in-
sp 
tens~ty IL and mass flow per un~t area mA ~s appropr~ate to a hydrogen LSC 
wave, as calculated ~n Ref. 3. The laser power required var~es from 3 to 
2 60 MW, and the average wall heat~g rate from 0.8 to 4 MW/m (80 to 400 
2 W/cm ). If one recalls that the power ~ the exhaust ~s PG = F I /2, g sp 
then ~t var~es from 2.7 MW at 0.5 kN, 1100 s to 49 MW at 5 kN, 2000 s. 
Thus a large percent of the laser energy goes ~nto the gas, mak~ng for an 
efficient absorpt1on process. The heat~g rates appear to be ~n a range 
that can be handled w~th fa~rly convcnt~onal cool~ng methods. The wall 
heat1ng ~s dom~nated by rad1at~ve rath~r than convect1ve contr1but1ons. 
A s1m1lar rk~P for 30 atm ~s shown ~n Fig. 2, w1th the appropr~ate 
mass flow for the same laser ~ntens1ty. It shows very s1milar results, 
w1th some reduct10n of heat~g rates at the same thrust anJ I , pr~ar~ly 
sp 
because the LSC wave 1S th~nner at the h1gher pressure, because of enhanced 
laser energy absorpt~on coeff~c~ents. The decrease ~n LSC wave size also 
changes the relat1ve contr1but~ons of rad~at~on a~d convect1on to the wall 
hCdt~ng, mak1ng the convect1ve contribution dom~nate. 
TUrning to the cont~nuous beat~ng mode, we have calculated some 
cases for a gas m.ucture of n/H20/CS = 0.945/0.05/0.005 absorb1ng 10.6 ~m 
rad~at~on. Th1s mode does not have a relat10n b~tween 1ntens~ty and mass 
8 
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flow per unit area, so instead the radius of the thrust chamber is chosen. 
Figure 3 is for 3 atm, R = 0.1 m, for F = 0.1 to 5 kN and I = 1042, 1390 
sp 
and 2040 s. This map falls in a similar power and heating range to Figs. 1 
and 2, vary~ng from O.B to 50 MW power and 0.7 to B MW/m2 heating rate. At 
the same thrust and spec~f~c ~u1se, th~s case has in fact somewhat higher 
heat~ng rates at the h~gher thrusts than shown in Fig. 1. The heating here 
is mostly dominated by convect~on, except at very low valu~s of thrust. 
Raismg the pressure level to 30 atm g~vcs the map in Fig. 4, which 
is shifted almost a decade to the right compared to the p~ev~ous maps, be~ng 
centered on 10 MW/m2 mstead of 1 MW/m2• However, these higher heating rates 
should be viewed w~th some caut~on. At 30 atm the length of these thrusters 
is very small, vary~ng from 2.6 em at 3500 K to 0.6 em at 6000 K. These small 
lengths are caused by the large absorption coefficients at 30 atm, since the 
length is taken as the ~nverse of the absorpt~on coefficient. They in turn, 
lead to average h~gh convect~ve heatmg, which ~s inversely proportional to 
the square root of the length. Longer thrust chambers might have smaller 
average heatmg, although the rad~ative component of the heatmg w~ll also 
change. The laser power levels of these thrusters are very much the same as 
those at 3 atm m F1g. 3. The heat1ng is a small fract~on of the laser power, 
so cons~derable changes ~n heat~ng do not alter the power level much. 
These calculat10ns are meant to ~llustrate the kind of results wh~ch 
can be obta1ned ~ap1dly w~th the s1mpl~f~ed thrust chamber models. They are 
by no means a parametr~c study. They do show what values of laser power are 
needed, and what average heat1ng rates have to be handled for thrusters wh~ch 
m~ght be of operat10nal S1ZC. The powers are not much larger than the exhaust 
gas power, and the heat~ng rates seem w~th~n a range wh~ch are dealt w1th ~n 
present rocket pract1ce. 
Another use for the s~l~f~ed models ~s ~n the des~gn of small-scale 
exper~nts. As an example of th1s sort of calcu1at1on, we have cons~dered 
thrusters Wh1Ch can be des~gned W1th a 30 kW laser beam. Agam, calculat10ns 
have been made for both heat~ng modes at 3 and 30 atm pressure. 
Table 1 shows the results for the LSC wave heated mode at 3 atm, w~th 
9 ., 
laser mtens1ty of 3 x 10 w/o·, and I = 1094, 1833 and 2454 s. The ~;~t 
SF 
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TABLE 1 
I,OW r.JI.Sl:R POWI:R, LSCW-IIEJ\TED, BUFFERED IIYDROGEN 
92' 2 P = 3 atm, IL - 3 x 10 W/m, rnA = 0.381 kg/m -s 
Tmf (K) Isn(S) FOJ) P (W) r. Qw(W/ m
2 ) Rm (m) I)., (m) Pw/Pr: QR/Qr 
3000 1094 3.8 30.1 x 103 2.45 x 106 1. 71 x 10-2 1. 73 x 10-3 0.62 1.49 
4000 1833 2.0 30.3 x 103 7.62 x 106 9.64 x 10-3 1.83 x 10-3 0.73 1.07 
5000 2454 1.4 30.1 x 103 1.38 x 107 6.97 x 10-3 1.83 x 10-3 0.82 0.95 
--~--~---. -~----..,...-
levels are a few newtons, and the average wall heat2ng rates are 2.45 to 
13.8 MW/m2 (245 to 1380 w/cm2). Also shown in Table 1 are the thruster 
rad~us Rm' the laser spot Slze ~, the rat10 of power gOlng 1nto the wall 
to that 1n the gas at the thrust chamber ex~t P /P and the rat10 of radia-
w G 
t1ve to convect~ve wall heat1ng QR/QC' It can be seen that these small Slze 
thrusters are not as eff1c1ent 1n putt1ng power 1nto the gas as are the large 
ones prev10usly consldered, and they rece1ve about equal ~ounts ~f rad1at1ve 
and convect2ve wall heatlng. But the s~ze and heat1ng rates are 2n the range 
of posslble exper1mental hardware. 
A slm11ar calculat10n for 30 atm 1S shown 1n Table 2, for the same 
30 kli, but w1th the lower 1ntens~ty LSC wave that is perm1tted at 30 atm, 
namely 109w/ m2. The over-all rad1us 15 about the same, but the spot Slze 1S 
larger because the lntens1ty 1S lower. The power eff1c1ency pwiPG 1S als~ 
better, and the wall heat1ng 1S convect1on dominated, because the shorter 
lengths assoc1ated w1th the hlgher absorpt10n coefflc1ents at 30 atm result 
1n a smaller rad1atlng volume. 
The small-scale contlnuous heat1ng mode ~s represented by the re-
sults shown 1n F1gS. 5 and 6. They are for the same gas mlxture as before, 
H2/H20/CS = 0.945/0.05/0.005, and for a thruster rad1US of 2 em. F1gure 5 
presents the 3 atm case down to F = IN. The 30 kW power level w111 pro-
duce about 2N at 1042 s or IN at 1389 s. The correspond2ng average wall 
') 
heat~ng rates are 0.3 and 0.5 HW/n-, ... nlch are qu~te low, although the 
thrust ch~ers are between 37 and 55 en long at these low temperatures. 
At 30 atm, Flg. 6 shews that 30 kli ",111 produce 5N at 882 s for 1.7 Mw/m2, 
2 
Ot 2~ at 1570 s for 9 ~lI~/n. At th1S pressure, the thrust chambers are 2.6 
and 0.6 = long, respect1vely. The results 1nd1cate the poss1bll1ty of pel-
form~ng small-scale, cont1nuous heat1ng thruster exper1ments w~th1n reason-
abl~ eng1neerlng constralnts. 
ThlS small group of exa~ples shows the usefu~ness of the slmpllf1ed 
thru~ter models as eng1neer1ng tools for def1nlng both full-s1ze and small-
scale thruster parameters. Furthermore, tne calculat10ns show promlse that 
luser heated thrusters w1th neast.r3.!?le thrust can be tested on a sIlIdll 3cale, 
and that large-scale thr~sters can be made w1th us6ful values of thrust and 
spec1f1c L~pulses over 1000 s. 
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TABLE 2 
r.,oW I.JI.SER PONr:R, LSCW-ilEATr:O BlJ.FFEREO "YORCXiEU 
9 2' 2 P = 30 atm, IL - 10 W/m, mA = U.S03 kg/m -s 
Tmf (K) I (s) Th(N) p L (\0./) Q (w/m2 l R (m) !b(m) P'/PG QlQc sp w m 
3000 1024 4.0 30.1 x 10
3 2.18 x 106 1. 73 x 10-2 3.09 x 10-3 0.18 0.76 
4000 1429 3.0 29.3 x 103 5.35 x 10
6 1.16 x 10-2 3.04 x 10-3 0.46 0.61 
5000 2049 2.0 30.6 x 103 1.35 x 10
7 1.94 x 10-3 3.1 x 10 -3 0.56 0.49 
• I 
J 
H2/H20/Cs 
= 0.94510.05/0.005 
D 3 atm 
R 0.02 m 
3155 
104~ ____ ~ __ -L~~~~~~----~--~--~~~-L~ 
105 
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III. THRUST CHAMBER DESIGN PROGRAMS 
One of the obJectives of ~he present study was to develop computer 
programs which could be used fo~ the des1gn of laser heated thrust chambers. 
Because of the presence of the LSC wave, the program for the LSC wave heat-
ing mode d1ffers from that for the continuous heat1ng mode, so that two pro-
grams are needed. In addit10n, a program for calculating LSC wave structure 
1S needed, S1nce the output of that program is used as the 1nput for the 
thcust chamber des1gn program 1n the LSC wave heat1ng mode. 
The thrust chamber des1gn programs solve the aX1=ymmetric flow of 
a gas in chem1cal equ111br1um, wh1ch is underg01ng laser heat1ng, radiation 
energy los~ and rad1al transport, and conductive rad1al transport. The 
equat10ns of mot10n are wr1tten uS1ng the boundary layer approX1mat10n that 
the aX1al component of conduct1ve energy and morr~ntum transport can be ig-
nored compared to the rad1al component. The equat10ns use the stream func-
t10n as the 1nd~pendent var1able 1n place of the radlus. Only the 1n1tial 
rad1us of the thrust chamber 1S glven at x=o. The shape of the chamber, 
R (x), 1S determ1ned as a result of the calculat10n, and 1S Ma1nly 1nflu-
w 
enced by the aX1al pressure gradient, which 1S 1nput as a function ofax1al 
dlstance. 
In addit10n to the chamber rad1us R (x), the programs calculate the 
w 
local heat1ng rates at the walls, the velocity, temperature and laser 1n-
tens1ty proflles, and the total energy transferred to the walls up to any 
a'l(1al stat1on. 
The equatlons for the cont1nuous heat1ng program (called LHTE) are 
presented 1n Appcndlces E and F. The equat10ns for the ~C wave h~at1ng 
program (cal lee CUITE) are the sare as those for UITE, but the lnlt1al con-
dltlons at x=O are dlfferent. These ln1t1al condltlons are obta1ned from 
a solution of the LS~ wave WhlCh stands at the entrance of the thrust chamber. 
19 
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The program which solves for the LSC wave structure in hydrogen, or 
a mixture of ces1um and hydrogen, is called LSCWCS. The equations which 
descr1be it are presented 1n Append1x G. They are one-dimensional flow 
equations for a constant area flow of a laser heated gas in chemi~al equi-
11brium, with radiat10n loss and axial transport, and conductive axial 
transp~rt. They include laser beam convergence effects and es~imates for 
rad1al energy loss. 
The method of couphng the output of the LSC wave program LSCWCS 
to the thrust: chamber code CUITE is described in Appendix H. The gas em-
anat1ng from the LSC wave at some chosen aAia1 station in the wave (currently 
the ma.'C1mum temperature point) 1S used as the in1t1a1 state for the central 
core of the thrust ch~r. An annular region around th1s core is taken to 
be a buffer reg10n of gas which is not heated by the laser. The init1al tem-
perature of th1s buffer gas is h1gher than the 1nlet temperature of the gas 
enter1ng the LSC wave, because the rad1al energy losses from the LSC wave are 
used to heat up the buffer gas a~ 1t flows past the LSC wave. This s11ghtly 
heated buffer gas 1S the 1n1t1al state for the outer annulus of the thrust 
ch~~er, at the same aX1al stat10n as the LSC wave heated gas. As the two 
gas streams flow through the thrust chamber they ~x to some temperature in-
termed1ate bet~een the buffer gas 1nlet temperature and the h1gh temperature 
of the laser heated gas. 
A few sample calculat10ns have been made w1th these codes, and some 
results w1ll be presented. F1rst cons1dcr the LSC wave heat1ng mode, uS1ng 
hydrogen and a hydrogen buffer, for 3 atm, w1th a laser intens1ty of 105 w/cm2• 
The LSC~CS code yields a gas at about 17,400 K, and a res1dual laser 1nten-
4 '} Slty of about 2 x 10 W/em, so 80% 0: the laser energy 1S absorbed 1n the 
LSC wave up to the peak temperature stat1.on. Tt.e laser spot rad1us 1S 
3.99 en, and the 1n1tial ch~r rad1US 1S 8.2 em, so the buffer gas 1S 
contained between 3.99 and 8.2 CM. ~e 1nit1al buffer gas temperature 1S 
calculated to be 433 K. representing a 133 K temperature r1se from the 1nlet 
temperature of 300 K, caused by 'heat1~g from the edges of the LSC wave. 
20 
The CUlTE program was run for 12.26 cm ln the aXlal dlrection. Radlal 
profiles of the laser lntenSlty .lre presented ln Fiq. 7 at the three aXl.al 
st.1tions x = 0, O. ]05 .1nd 12.26·' cm. The lnitlal proflle shews the inltl.11 
intensity coming through the U;C W.lve up to a radlus of 4 em, ,lnd no laser 
1n the butfer gas reglon. At 0.)05 cm, the 1ntens1ty has dropped to about 
5700 "/em2 ln the core, as further absorptlon takes place. (The more gradual 
transltion to zero lntens1ty .it thlS statlon 13 .ln artlf.1ct of the nllmerl.cal 
Solutlon.) By 12.264 cm, the laser lntenslty h.1s vanished, .111 the energy 
havlng been .1bsorbcd. 
'lhe correspondlng temp<'rature profiles .1re glven ln Flg. 8. The 
1n1tl.11 proflle shows the lhscont1nll0l1S prof1le f ... om 17,400 K 1n the ':orc 
to 4)3 K ln the buffer reglOn. At 0.305 em, ,1 fill'lht furtlwr he,ltlng of the 
core has occurred, from the resldu.1l laser 1ntens1ty ,It the b.1cK of the LSC 
wave, <lnd the core temper,lturC' ha!; r1sen to 19,000 K, w1th very llttle dlf-
fus10n of heat to the bUlfer 'las as yet. ny 12.264 cm cool1ng and lllffuslcn 
h.1ve begun to show th<'lr effects, .lnli the temper,lture prot lie h.1s begun to 
smooth out, wlth ltS !'l.1,(1mllm down to 15,500 K. 
The .1'(1.11 veloclty proflles are shown ln Flg. 9. They show Ilttle 
ch.:mge between 0 .1nti J cm, both <J1Vlng nearly d1scont1nuous prof1les from 
the 30,000 cn/s em.lnat1nq from the LSC w.lve to the 2)5 cm/s at Wh1Ch tht> 
Sllghtly he.1ted buffet '1.15 flows. (The 1nlet 'las 1!> flowln'l '-It 1t,2 cm/s.) 
By 12.264 em the "eloc1ty prof11e h,l!; ,leeeler.lted 1n the center ,1nd dltfllSL ... l 
outw."lrd, w1th a maXlmum veloc1ty of 16,000 em/so 
A plot of the ... ,111 r",hus VS .1,(1,11 <ilst.-mce 15 shown 1n rl'l. 10. 
Rec.lll that tillS 15 c,llcIII,ltcd from thC' 1nput preSSlltC' qrad1ent .hstr1bu-
-5 
tlt1n, Wh1Ch W,lS taken .IS const<lnt tat tillS c.Jse at 01'/0'( -= -2.3 ,,10 atn.'c.n, 
result1ng 1n .J neql11;lblt'~ch.lI1qc 1n rreSSllle up to 1~.~6·1 cn. Thl' w,lll pro-
f1le sho .... s '-1 ,!~CrL',lSC frnl' fl •• ' cm .,t thc inlet to 5.~ c-, .It 12 cn, ,1n ,lre.:t 
.., 
decte.:tbc fren 211 to 85 cm-, or ~ factor of 2.5. The plof11c I00~s qUlte 
smooth, except for .l Slll1ht bump ne"r O.S en. 
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The power in the ~as ~s ~ functlon of a~ial distance is shown in 
Flg. 11. It starts at the value emanatlng from che LSC wave of 3.46 MH, 
nses sllghtly to 4.3 HW at 'I( = 0.6 em while the n'st of the l.1ser energy 
15 belng absorbed, and then decays slowly as lt loses energy to the walls. 
It reaches 2.59 MH .1t 12.264 em. The laser power input to the LSC wave 
5 ") 
1n a spot of r.:ld1US 3.99 cm wlth .:In lntenslty of 10 \oJ/cm- was 5 MH, so 
.lbout 90\ C.:lme through the LSC wave ln the gas or ion the resldu.:ll laser 
beam, and about h.llf lS still in the gas dt the last station. However, 
for this sample C,lse, the qas 1.5 not yet ~cceler~l('d to the throat, Slnce 
6 the sOllnd speed .:It ) atm, 15,500 K for hydrogen loS about 1.4 'I( 10 em/s, 
4 
whlle the Ma'l(lmum gas speed 15 only 3.6 'I( 10 cm/s. To m.1ke thls case more 
efflcient, lt would be neceSS.:lry to .:lcceler.:lte the g~s much faster, which 
would rcqu1.re a l.uger lnput pressure gradlent. 
Flnally, the dlstnbutlOn of w,l11 he,lting rate 15 shown ln Fig. 12. 
) 2 3 
The re.:lk ... .:llue lS .1bout 6 ,10 \oj/em .1t 1 eM, w1.th .1 slow dec,lY to 2 'I( 10 
.... 
\,/cm- .It the l.:lst st,ltlon. This corresponds to about 1.9fl ~noJ Pllt lnto the 
w.l11s. The f'nelqy p,ll.1nce h.1S then -1.57 ~noJ ln the g.lS or w.111s .1t the l.:lst 
~.t.ltlon, whlle the pow('r em.:lnatlnq from the LSC wave W.1S 4.-\6 MH. The s ... lght 
dlSCrep.:lncy of 2.5' rerresents the numer1cal LnaCCUr.:lcy 1n dOlng the ... arlOUS 
.1'lal .1nd r.ldl,11 lnt~<Jrals to flnli the ult('grated power contrlbutl0ns. 
The rC'sults of .1n e'l(.lmpll' uSlng the contlnuOllS he~tlng prooram UITE 
.1re shewn In FhlS. 13-18. ThlS C.1se lS for a mn.ture of 11 2,11 20/CS = 
0.945/0.05 0.005 at ~O ;\tm ('ntl'rlnq .:It 1000 1\, Wlth ;1 laser pow~r of 1 ~!\'l 
In.:ident ,'n .1 thnlst ch.1"·ml'l whose lllltlal r.ldll1S lS 12.39 eM. The sh.:lpe 
of the lllccnl'lg be.l:':l lS re1.1tcd to the J 1 Bessel functIon, .1S descrlbed 1n 
Eqs. (5-l~) and (5-13) of Ref. 4, wlth .:l pe.:lk lntens1ty at the center 11ne 
.... 
of )100 \ol 'C'M-. ThlS e.llcuLltlon h.1S b,'en run to 20 CM. The flgures h.lVc 
prof11es .:It 0, 8.971, 10.231 and 16.482 ern. 
F1.gure 13 gIves the L,Sl't" I't"cf11es. The lnltl.-J.l sh.:lpe 15 sho .... -n at 
~ = 0, .lnd the subsequent proflles show the l.lser energy belng absorbed well 
1n the center of the ch.l!:'.ber, but not as ",.:-11 near the .... 41 11 s , where the tern-
perature lS cooler bCC.lU5e the walls are held ~t a fl,ed temperature of 1000 
1\. Finally,.lt 16.4S~ C'=t the 1asC'r .:-nerqy IS ahost cCMpletely .:lbsorred, 
even ne.lt" the wall. 
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F~gure 11 D~str~but~on of power flow~~g ~n the gas for 
LSC wave heated thruster from program CLHTE. 
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Flgure 12 DlstrLbutlon of wall heat transfer rate for 
LSC WilV!'! thruster from program CUiTE. 
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F~gure 13 Rad~al prof~les of laser intens~ty for cont~nuocsly 
heated thruster from prograc LHTE. 
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F~gure 17 D~str~but~on of power f1ow~ng ~n the gas for 
cont~nuous1y heatEd trruster from program LHTE. 
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The temperature prof1les are presented in F1g. 14, and show an in-
crease from the 1000 K 1nlet to 4000 K, and then a reduction to 3400 K as 
the energy transfer to the wall continues to take energy from the gas after 
the laset energy is fully absorbed. 
The velocity prof1les of Fig. 15 show a steady 1ncrease from the 
1nlet veloc1ty of 9.3 cm/s to a value of 150 em/s at 16.482 em. Of course, 
th1S factor of 15 accelerat10n st1ll represents only a small veloc1ty, and 
the reason can be sought 1n the wall radius d1str1butlon glven 1n Fig. 16. 
It decreases rap1dly from the 1n1t1al value of 12.39 em to 7 cm at x = 2.5 em, 
3n~ then rises to a peak after a further shallow m1n1mum. Followlng the 
peak 1t decreases agaln. Th1S shape 1S a result of the pressure grad lent 
-7 d1str1but1on 1nput, Wh1Ch 1S dp/dx = -2.745 x 10 atm/c~, a constant. It 
1S clearly not a reallst1c thrust chamber shape. The program must be 
exerclsed w1th different 1nput funct10ns dp/dx to learn how to make reason-
able nozzle shapes. 
The dlstrlbut10n of power 1n the g,~ is shown In F1g. 17. It r1ses 
as the laser energy lS absorbed, and then decays as losses to the wall con-
t1nue. It lS 0.172 MW at 16.482 em. The wall heat rate d1stribut1on 1S 
glven 1n F1g. 18. It r1ses rap1dly at the beg1nnlng because the rap1d de-
crease in wall rad1us causes unabsorbed laser energy to hlt the wall, WhlCh 
lS by far the largest contr1butlon to the wall heating there. The slow de-
crease after x = 0.7 em lS caused bi' the change 1.1 wall angle shown 1n 
Fl-J. 16, \oohlch means d smallcL fractlon of the laser lntenslty lS normal 
to the wall. Thc rap1~ decrease startlng at 3 em agaln reflects a smaller 
wall slope seen In Flg. 16. I,hen the wall radlus be'llns to lncrease agaln, 
thcre 1S no longer laser ~catlrg of the wall Slr~e the beam l5 now blocked. 
lIo\ooever, the wall he.1tJnq from the gas 1S beg1nn1nq to r1se as the <Jas heats 
up. Th1S accounts for the 1ncreasc 1n hcatl.ng up to about 11 CM, .... here the 
wall radlus peaks. From there on there lS a slow further rl.se, and then 
a .!ecay as the gas cools. 
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At 16.482 cm, there 1S 0.172 MW in the gas, 0.004 MW left in the 
laser beam, and 0.9B4 MW has been put 1nto the wall. The total is 1.17 MW, 
compared to the 1nput energy of 0.993 MW in the laser beam and 0.27 MW in 
the 1ncom1ng gas flow, for a total of 1.02 MW 1ncom1ng. This 15\ d1screp-
ancy 1n energy balance is again caused mostly by inaccurac1es 1n evaluating 
the lntegrals. However, 1t should be noLed that the program does not con-
template walls which 1ncrease 1n rad1us, and the calculat10n of the laser 
energy be1ng put 1nto the wall 1S no longer correct when the wall rad1us 
beg1ns to 1ncrease. 
These two examples show the kind of results Wh1Ch can be obtained 
w1th the LHTE and CLHTE programs. However, the programs have not yet been 
exerc1sed extensively enough to prov1de the experience necessary to make 
them useful tools for thrust chamber des1gn. The relation between the input 
pressure grad1ent d1str1but1on and the output wall radius d1stribut10n must 
be explored, for example. When a body of computational results has been 
obtained and an~lyzed, these programs should prov1de the 1nformation neces-
sary to cont1nue the development of laser-heated thrusters. 
A useful way to run these programs would be 1n conJuoct10n with the 
slmpl1f1ed medels discussed 1n the previous chapter. Those models could be 
llsed to.define part1C"ular thrusters which seem interesting, and then the 
more elaborate progrums descr1b~d 1n this chapter could be used to prov1de 
the deta1led 1n:OITla.t1on on those thrusters. 
It should be po1ntcd out that some of the n~el1ng included 1n the 
three programs LSCloJCS, LHTE and CUlTE needs 1Il'prOVement. One such area 1S 
the rud1a.tion moJel1ng for 1!2/CS mi ... tures in LSCI';CS and CIRTE. The prespnt 
radlat10n ~del 1n the LSC wa~e program does not 1nclud~ ces1um rad1at1on, 
Wh1Ch may be a.n lmportant radlator. In the thrust chaMber prcgr~~ Wh1Ch 
couples to LSa,CS, n~~ely CUlTE, the radiat10n MOdel only goes up to about 
6000 K. The effect of h1gh te~perature radlat10n from hydrogen and ces1um 
needs to be included. Another set of parameters need1ng 1mprove~ent 1S the 
V1SCOS1ty and L~errna.l conduct1v1ty in both LHTE and CLHTE. At present, 
the V1Sc..OSlty :'5 that of hydrogen at 30 am, and the thernal conduct1vlty 
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is obta~ned by use of a constant Prandtl number. The representat~on of 
these transport propert~es should be improved and generalized to other 
pressures. Also, the m~xing process at the interface between the LSC 
wave heated gas and the buffer gas ~n CLHTE should be considered more care-
fully, because of the very large velocity difference. Refinement of -the 
stream funct~on gr~d s~ze should be attempted, to see of a non-uniform grld 
~s needed, w~th closer spaclng near the wall, to better def~ne the wall 
boundary layer. The, present pressure grad~ent subroutlne provldes only a 
constant value for that parameter. Other fo~s of thlS funct~on should be 
trled, to learn how to produce desirable channel wall shapes. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT OF 
10.6 ~m RADIATION BY WATER VAPOR 
In the continuous absorpt~on u~de, the propellant gas must be seeded 
with molecules which will absorb the laser energy start1ng at the gas inlet 
temperature. A poss1ble low temperature absorber for 10.6 \.11.1 radiation is 
water vapor, wh1ch does not d13soc1ate until about 4000 K. It was considered 
as an absorber in the Inter1m Report {Ref. 4), and a literature survey was 
-1 
made, resulting 1n a graph of the absorpt10n coeff1cient (~n cm per amagat, 
6 19. 3 1 / . h where an amagat 1S 2. 9 x 10 part1cles per em ), versus 000 T. Th1s grap , 
from F1g. 2-5 of Ref. 4 1S reproduced here as Fig. 19. Because of the temper-
ature scale, room temperature 1S on the r1ght near 3, and temperatures above 
1000 K are on the left, between 1 and O. 
The dashed line on the left 1S caused by vibrat10n-rotat10n line 
absorpt~on and 1S calculated uS1ng a band model, with band parameters based 
on experimental data. The so11d l1nes on the r1ght are caused by continuum 
absorpt~on, and have a pressure dependence, 1n add1tion to that from the 
part1cle dens1ty. 
The few measurements of water vapor absorpt10n 1n the literature up 
to late 1979 are also shown 1n F1g. 19. There 1S a group at low temperature 
between 400 and 500 K, and a group between 1535 and 2200 K. The latter p01nts 
are calculated from measured spectral em1ss1v1t1es, and fall nearly on the 
dashed curve. 
Based on th1S lnfornatlon we have drawn an est1mated upper l1m1t 
curve for llne absorpt1on, shown by the dot-dash llne 1n Flg. 19. Th~s 1S 
added to the cont1nuum absorpt1on at low temperature to obta1n the absorpt1on 
coefflclent used 1n our model1ng. 
Recently, Fowler, Newman and Sm1th have presented a new ~alculat10n, 
and exper~ental measurements, for the water vapor absorpt1on coefflC1Ent 
-1 (Ref. 5). The results are shown as a plot of ku (cm ) vs T 1n Fig. 20. re-
produced from F1g. 42 of Ref. 5. The dotted curve is a calculat10n for a 
speclflc equll~r1um mlxture of hydrogen and water, narely H2/H20 = 10/1 at 
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·n 
11 atm. The values correspond very closely w~th what would be obt~ined for 
the water vapor ~n that m~xture by us~ng the dashed line ~n our Fig. 19. 
The exper~ments were performed ~n a laser heated m~xture of 0.3 atm 
water vapor in 13 atm of hydrogen, using a probe laser to measure the absorp-
t~on coeff~c~ent. The~r results are g~ven by the sol~d and dashed curves in 
F~g. 20. It can be seen that the measured values presented ~n Ref. 5 are at 
least an order of nagn~tude h~gher than those wh~ch they (or we) calculate 
between 1000 and 5000 K. 
Th~s survey of the l~terature on 10.6 ~ absorpt~on by water vapor 
shows two notable features. One ~s the m~n~mUM ~n t~e absorpt~on near 500 K, 
wh~ch ~nd~cates undes~rably ~mall absorpt~on coeffic~ents at temperatures 
near the l~kely ~nlet gas temperature for a thruster. The second ~s the 
scarc~ty of measurements of the absorpt~on, and the scatter near 500 K. 
The only measurement made by actual absorpt~on of a laser l~ne was that of 
F~g. 20 (Ref. 5), and ~t shows remarkably h~gh values. 
In v~ew of the scarc~ty of good exper~menta1 results, and of the 
poss1ble ~mportance of water vapor as a molecular absorber, PSI has undertaken 
to neasure the _'bsorpt~on coeff~c1ent 1n a shock tube. Th1S has the advantage 
of prov1d~ng a sample of hot water vapor which can be eas1ly prepared, and 
whose propert~es can be def1ned w1th cons~derable prec1s1on (and cons~derab1e 
conf~dence). The absorpt~on was measured us~ng a probe CO2 laser em~tt~ng 
rad1at~on at the P20 l~ne. :tCdsurements were made both 1n the gas beh1nd the 
1nCldent shock and 1n the gas beh1nd the reflected shock. 
The measurements reported here are of a prel1m~nary nature, represcnt-
~ng the f1~st dat~ obtalned from the exper1~ent. The deta11s of the experl-
mental work are Fresel r~d 1n Appendlx I. 
The results are shown 1n F1g. 21, .... !1ore the Jbsorpt~on coeff~c~ent in 
-1 -1 
cn arna 1S plotted aga~nst 7, ratill::~r than lOOO/T, to spread out the reglon 
of lnterest. There are 10 pOlnts presented, representlng the lncident and 
te:lected :-,easure~ents on flve shots 1n nlxtures of argon and water vapor. 
The arrows on the fOUL left-most pu~nts ~ndlcate that the lower llm~t of the 
error bars lS not known; lnceed, the three left-most ~easurements y~elded 
uF~er bourds onl!. The SOlld curve lS a reFroductlon of the dashed curve 
of rlg. 1'), the values' currently be~ng used by PSI ~n :"'Ode1lng. The 
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Fl.gure 21 Heasurements of the absorptl.on coeffl.c:Lcnt of 
10.6 ~ (taken at the P(20) 11.ne) l.n water vapor 
from the present experlments. 
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dashed curve of Fig. 21 is drawn at 60\ of the solid curve. It falls approx-
imately through the mean of the data. 
Although the preliminary nature of these measurements must_be em-
phasized, as d1scussed more fully 1n Appendix I, indications are that the 
e~perlmental results fall close to the calculations taken from the literature 
in the range 1100 to 3100 K. There is no eVidence of the large absorption 
coefflcl~nts reported in Ref. 5, as shown in Fig. 20. 
No change has been made in the values of water vapor absorption 
coefficient used in our modeling as a result of these experiments for several 
reasons. First, the results became available only at the end of the present 
effort. Second, the relativply small difference between the experimental 
results and the values being used, comb1ned w1th the preliminary nature of 
the exper1ments, d1d not seem to warrant any changes as yet. 
The exper1ments are be1ng cont1nued under other sponsor~h1p, and 
when the work 1S completed, a more informed decision can be made as to the 
need for chang1ng the absorpt1on coeff1c1ents currently used in our computer 
models. 
v. CONCLUSIONS 
The research study, whose results are presented in the Interim 
Report (Ref. 4) and in the present report, had as its goal the developnent 
of computer programs useful for the des1gn of thrust chambers for cw 
laser-heated thrusters. To accompl1sh that goal we have proceeded 1n 
three steps. ,/' 
F1rst,we have described the phys1cal propert1es of some gases ~ 
are cand1date propellants and seed gases. The properties include l~er 
energy absorpt1on propert1es, broad-band rad1at1on and absorpt1on pfoper-
t1es, and thermodynamic and transport properties. In connection w1th the 
absorpt1on of 10.6 ~ rad1at10n by water vapor, we have performed a pre-
llmlrary shock tube exper1ment to measure the absorption coefficient. 
Second, we have developed s1Mpl1f1ed models of thruster chambers 
for bach the cont1nuous mode and the LSC wave mode of laser heat1ng. These 
models can be used for approxlmate but rapld parametr1c stud1es of laser-
heated thrusters. 
Th1rd, we have developed deta1led aXlsymmetr1c flow codes useful for 
thrust chamber des1gn for both modes of laser heat1ng Just ment10ned. These 
codes conta1n heat1ng by absorpt1on of laser energy, radial energy transport 
by conductlon, and rad1at10n energy transport and absorptlon. They have 
been de11vered to NASA/Marshall Spacefl1ghc Center and lnstalled on a 
conputer there. 
The deta1led conclus1ons Wh1Ch follow from the work accompl1shed 
are llsted below. The f1rst e1ght concluslons are repeated here from the 
Inter1m Repel t (Ref. 4) so that a conplete llst 1S collected in one place 
for easy reference. They refer to work reported 1n the Inter1m Report. 
Conclus1ons 9 through 12 refer to work reported 1n the present report. 
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1. For 10.6 ~ radiation, a mixture of 1 part cesium 
to 99 parts atomic hydrogen substantially 1ncreases 
the absorpt1on coefficient at low temperatures. 
The value of 0.1 em is reached at 2000 K at 100 atm, 
3000 K at 10 atm, and 12000 K at 1 atm. 
2. F~r 10.6 ~ radiation, water vapor has a m1n1mum 
absorption coeffic1ent at about 500 K, and appears 
to be qU1te low below 1000 K. However, the values 
1n the v1c1n1ty of 500 K are not well-known, and 
the theoretical pred1ctions have not been checked 
up to 1500 K by exper1ments. Exper1mental measure-
men~s between room temperature and 1500 K are needed. 
3. For S.3 ~ rad1ation, water vapor 1S a good absorber 
from 300 to 3000 K. NO 1S a good low temperature 
absorber, and wIll not d1ssoc1ate even though 1t IS 
not an cqu111br1um state. CO is a good absorber 
above 2000 K, and rema1ns chem1ca11y stable up to 
at least 6000 K. 
4. For 10.6 ~ rad1at1on, a m1xture of up to 5\ water 
vapor 1n hydrogen does not prov1de good low temper-
ature absorpt1on. 
S. For S.3 ~m rad1at1on, both NO and water vapor up to 
5\ 1n hydrogen prov1de adequate absorpt1on at low 
temperatures, though t-'O 1S the better .:ilisorber. 
G. The cont1nuously overlapping llne model of molecular 
rad1at1on provides re~ults 1n good agreement w1th 
other calculat10ns and with cxper1ments. 
7. CeS1um is a strong rad1ator, and Its rad1at1on w1l1 
be an l~portant contr1butor for thrus~ers of opera-
t10nal Sl=e (10 cn rad1us). It 1S less 1mportant 
for labor.J.tory !a=e thrusters (1 cn radIus), but 
st1ll strong In certaln bands. 
8. The thernal conductiv1ty of cesl~~-seeded hydroge~ 
1S nearly the same as for pure hydrogen. The vis-
COSlty, however, 1ncreases conslderably because of 
the high ~olecular welght rf ceS1U~. 
9. Some llrl ted par.:lI"'etr1c studIes have been -:tade wlth 
the sl~pllhed _Models of thrust c.;arnbers. !:.hey show 
that the average wall neatlng rates are wlthln a 
range that .:an be dealt w1th by current rocket 
practlce, and that the laser powers needed ar~ not 
much larger than the power ~n the exhaust gas. 
At a low power level (30 kW CW 10.6 ~ laser) 
they ~nd1cate that small-scale thrusters w~th 
M2asurabl~ thrust ~an be tested. 
10. The thr~st ch~rJ(r des1gn programs produce results 
wh~ch arc phys~( 0'111 reasonable. However I they 
have only been l eO :or a few sample cal~ulat1ons, 
and further expe, lerre w~th them ~s needed to 
explole the1r us~o 'ness. 
11. Several areas of the nodel1ng 1n the thrust chamber 
des~qn programs nped 1mprovement. Th~ rad1at~on 
model1ng for h1~h tenperature hydrogen-ces1UM m1X-
t:ur~s does not 1nclude ces1um r.:ld1at~on at present, 
.:Ind ces~um n~y be .:In 1mportant r3d~ator ever 1n 
small .:J.mount3 of a r~rcent or so. The representa-
t10n of the transport propert1es of the seeded 
hydrogen M1xtures needs to be 1mproved. The ~x1~g 
process between the ~c wave heated gas and the 
buffer gas 3hould be ":1odeled !:lore accurately. 
Gr1d-ref1nement stu~1es should be made to see 1f a 
non-'.~lforM gnd 1n the rad~al d1rectlon 1S "'Ieeded. 
The effect of the ~nFut 'lressur~ d1strlbut1on on 
t~e result1ng channel ~all shape should be stud1ed. 
12. The prel1m1nary eyper~~~nts on the absorpt1on co-
eff1c1ent of water \a?Qr for 10.6 ~ radiat10n ~n­
J1cate 'lalues Wh1Ch :ore about GO">' 0:.' the values 
used ~n the cor.puter proLlrams, ~n the temper.:lture 
range :rom 1100 to ::00 K. Th1S ~s cons1dered at 
present to be good ccnf1r~at1on of the values Jsed, 
Wh1Ch were obt.:l1ned :~on the l~terature. The c,-
per1ments are be1ng =~nt1nued at PSI under other 
sponsorsh1p. As yet, "'10 change 1n the -,odel1ng 
has been ~ade based -, the e,per~nent31 results. 
;.;hen the ongo1.ng e'Fe~lments are cor.pleted, t:'e 
results shouJd be re' :ewed to see ~: ~he v.:Ilues 
1n the co:-oput('r progr::..-,s neea ch.:lng1-.;:;,. 
; 2 a LQaWUQ#ati444IJ %1£ L_W;PW_"'r:G 
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APPENDIX A 
MODEL FOR CONTINUOUS HEATING MODE MAPS 
It ~s 1mportant to f~nd a s~mple model of the rocket performance 
and wall heat~ng character~stic~ of a laser-heated thruster. Such a 
model will enable us to quickly survey the range of operat1ng parameters 
and define 1n an approximate way the comb1nat1on of parameters which 
may lead to useful thrusters. 
Among the parameters of 1nterest are the thrust F, the-spec~fic 
~mpulse, Isp' the s~ze, the pressure level, and the average wall heat 
flux. 
In th1S append1x we w1ll consider the cont1nuous heat1ng mode, 
~n Wh1Ch the laser 1S absorbed cont~nuously over the length of the heat1ng 
zone. We model the heat1ng zone as a cyl1nder of length ~ and radius 
~, thr~ugh Wh1Ch a gas at un1form temperature Th and pressure p 1S 
flow1ng at speed u. Th1S cyl1nder represents the heat~ng zone 1n a 
laser-heated thruster, as shown 1n F1g. A-l. We take the temperature 
to be the value after the laser has been absorbed Wh1Ch means the wall 
heat1ng w1ll be over-2st1mated, so the results w1ll be on the conserva-
t1ve slde. We take the gas to be 1n thermochec1cal equ~llbr1um, so 
the pressure and temperature def1ne 1tS dens1ty p and enthalpy h, once 
"the gas m~xture 15 def1ned. 
Th~ mass flow rate ~s 
In 
the total enthalpy 1S 
H 
and the flow1ng gas 15 
mH 
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(A-l) 
(A-2) 
(A-3) 
r , . ,Q .. 
3110 3 
I~ L ;)01 
• 
• m ,. m R 
ThJ hh 
PL ~ p 
DR QR 
OR QC 
.. 
Qwoll 
• Conserve mass & enerqy 
• Momentu!11 conservat Ion -too p constant 
• - [ 2J1/2 gI sn - 2hh + uh 
• L = 1/kL 
• 
Ufi/2) • PL .. QPT(lT + tlc + m(hh + 
• Qw = (QR + QC) /2 i'l' RL 
Fl.gure A-l Sl.mplihed Continuolls Heatl.ng Model 
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The thrust that can be extracted from this gas, if 1t 1S expanded 
to zero enthalpy 1_ 
F = m u 
ex 
where the exhaust veloc1ty at zero enthalpy 1S 
u 
ex 
= (2H) 1/2 
The corresponding spec1f1c 1mpulse lS 
I 
sp u /9 ex 
(A-4) 
(A-5) 
(A-5) 
The hot gas w1ll em1t rad1atlon at a rate QR ' part of Wh1Ch 1S 
• tot 
to the slde walls, say QR' It w1ll also transfer heat to the slde walls 
of the cyl1nder at a rate Q , so the total heat rate to the slde walls 
C 
1S 
(A-7) 
and the average wall heat flux 1S 
(A-B) 
To ma1ntaln a steady state, power must be suppl1ed by the laser, to 
prov1de the gas power PG' the total rad1ated power QR and the convcct1ve 
tot 
power Q
c
. Therefore, the laser power P
L 
1S 
P + Q + Q G Rtot C 
(';-9) 
The gas power depends only on the thrust and spec1flc 1mpulse, as can 
be seen from Eqs. (A-3), (A-5) and (A-4): 
9 I F/2 sp 
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(A-lO) 
If I and F are given, Pc is not dependent on the size of the thruster. 
sp 
The energy losses, on the other hand, are dependent on size. The 
convective heating can be est1mated from lam1nar boundary layer theory, 
Slnce these are fa1rly low-speed flows with moderate Reynolds numbers. 
The formulat10n of compress1ble boundary layer theory is 1n terms of 
. 
the gas-stream dens1ty p and ViSCOS1ty U, and the denslty, viscosity, 
thermal condUCtiV1ty, and specific heat at the wall, Pw' U , A and c • 
w w pw 
The variables used are ~ and n, which are related to the d1stances along 
and normal to the wall, x and y, by 
y 
n = pu f [P(X'Y)/PldY/(2~)1/2 
o 
where p (x,y) is the local dens1ty in the boundary layer. 
In these terms the local convective heat flux to the wall is 
CI.,.,= 
.\. P uH 
w w 
c (2~) 1/2 
pw 
where g = H(x,y)/H, the local to stream total enthalpy rat10. The gradient 
(ag/an) must be obtalned by 1ntegratlon of the-boundary layer equations. 
w 
For the present case of constant propert1es in the ax1al (x) d1rect10n, 
the expr~5s10n for ~ can be 1ntegrated so ~ becomes 
[
"w ~w 
CI.,., = ~ 11 Pr 
where Pr = c ~/\, the prandtl number. p 
(A-ll) 
The quant1ty 1n square brackets comes from boundary layer theory, 
and docs not depend on x 1n the present uniform flow. If we let 
G' (A-12) 
we can then 1ntegrate Eq. (A-II) over the cyl~ndr1cal surface of rad1us ~ 
and lcnqt~ ~ to get 
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~ 
Q .. 
C f 211 ~ ~ dx = 25 G' H/V rlJ In (A-l3) 
o 
Th~s shows that QC ~s proport~onal to IU, since m is proportional to u and 
H is nearly ~ndependent of u ~n these subsonic, hot flows. Thus, Qc van-
ishes, ~.e., m = o. QC ~s also proport~onal to H ~ h, and ~ncreases as 
the flow temperature 1S ~ncreased. 
A su~table value of G' can only be found by referring to boundary 
layer calculat~Qns. We are 1nterested here in a gas composed mostly of 
hydrogen, and hydrogen boundary layer calculat10ns have been reported ~n 
Ref. A-I. Based on these calculatlons, a good average value of G' is 0.7, 
wh~ch means that Eq. (A-l3) Y1elds 
(A-l4) 
Th1S ~s the express10n we have used 1n the map calculat10ns performed dur~ng 
the present study. 
The rad1at10n em1tted by the gas depend both on the geometry of the 
gas sample, and on ~ts radlJt1ve propertles. The rad1atlve propert1es depend 
on the gas compos1t1on, pressure, and temperature, and are expressed ~n terms 
~f an absorptlon coeff1Clent kv' WhlCh depends on the frequency of the rdd1a-
t1on, V. We have stud led kv for gases of 1nterest. For temperdtures up to 
6000K, 1nfonnatlon on kv 1S prov1ded 1n Chapter III of Ref. A-2. For hydro-
gen at h1gher temperatures, the work reported there has been ext~nded, and 
1S reported 1n Append1x C of the present report. 
The geometr1cal dependence of th~ rad1at1on requlred here 1S aSSOC1-
ated w1th a un1form gas cyl1nder of rad1us ~ and length~. We need th.! 
total rad1at10n em1tted, QR ' and that port1on em1tted out the cyl1ndr1-
tot 
cal surface. Append1x D 1S devoted to an approx1mate calculat10n of these 
quantlt1es 1n terms of kv 
the black body funct10n 
The results are expressed uS1ng kv' ~, In and 
B 
" 
exp{h. <:,/kTl-1 
i" 
(A-IS) 
ss 
where ~, k and c are the Planck constant, the Boltzmann constant, and the 
speed of sound. Rather than use the frequency V, we use the wave number 
w a vic. The result for total radiat10n is 
.. 21T Ib ~ (1 + ~)c (L" 2 ~ ) a T4 ~ 1 + ~/~ 
(A-16) 
For radiation to the side walls, the expression depends on the cylinder aspect 
ratio. 
~/Ib ~ 1: 
21\ .. 2R / (l + lb/In) 
tot 
2r. = 21T Ib In j Bw {I - exp (-kwR.) } dw 
o 
= 21T1b ~ £: (R.) (J T4 
16 ~ L2~3/' -) K2 t =-3rr Lh 
(A-17a) 
(A-17b) 
The 1rtegratlons are performed over the ~ range for Wh1Ch B~ lS slgn1f1cant. 
5 -1 For T < GOOOK, the range used lS w = 1000 to 10 em • 
We can now descr1be how th1S model 1S used for an approxlmate cal-
culat10n of a laser-heated thlu.ter 1n the cont1nuous1y heated Mode: 
1) Spec1f¥. the gas,mlxture, pressure and.temperature of 1nterest. 
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2) Calculate the gas enthalpy, denslty and chemical composltlon 
from a thermochcm~cal equll~br~um program. 
be approxlmately Iih.) 
(The I to be found below w~ll 
sp 
3) Choose the length 1h of the cyl~nder. In the calculations made 
here we have chosen ~ = l/kL, where kL is the absorptlon coefficlent of the 
gas m~xture at the pressure and temperature chosen, for the laser wave-length 
of interest. ThlS ~s certa~nly a characterlstic len~th of the absorptlon 
zone,· but lt is the shortest such length, Slnce the temperature chosen ~s 
that of the fully heated gas, and kL ~ncreaseR w~th T. A poss~bic ref~ne­
ment to the calculat~on lS to choose some comb~nat~on of the ab~orpt10n co-
effic~ents of the lnlet gas and tne h1gh temperature gas. The values of XL 
are found by uS1ng the express10ns glven ~n Chapter III of Ref. A-2. 
4) Choose a des~Ied rad1us ~ and thrust F. 
5) F1nd the gas flow speed from Eqs. (A-I), (A-2), (A-4) and (A-5) • 
., 
These prov1de a qu~drat1C 1n u~ whose Solut10n 15 
2 
u (A-Ia) 
6) F1nd II, m, PG, Isp from Eqs. (A-2), (A-1), (A-3) and (A-G). 
7) F1nd the heat~ng terms QC' QR ' QR from Eqs. (A-14), (A-16) 
and (A-17). In Eq. (A-14), the gas V1SCOSr~§ 15 approx1mated as that of 
hydrogen, Wh1Ch ~s glven in Table A-I, as calculated by the method descrlbed 
ln Chapter IV of Ref. A-2. As p01nted out there, small fractures of heavy 
seeds llke ceslum can lncrease the VlscoS1ty of the mlxture by as much as 
a fdctor of 2 over pUt~ hydrogen. However, the convectlve heat transfer 
term 1S already approx~ate because of the cholce of G', and lt only deper~s 
on the square root of ~, so for thIS slmple ~dcl, lt was not felt wortb 
wh1le to conslder the cercndence of U on gas composltlon. 
8) Flnd the wall heat load Qwall and average wall heat flux 
Q
w 
from Eqs. (A-7) and (A-a). 
9) F1nd the laser pOoler PL from Eq. {A-9l. 
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T(103K) 
1 
1 1.98 
2 3.13 
3 4.48 
4 5.27 
5 5.54 
6 6.54 
7 7.33 
8 8.32 
9 9.10 
10 9.72 
11 9.97 
12 9.54 
13 8.49 
14 6.95 
15 5.25 
16 3.76 
17 2.56 
18 L80 
19 1. 32 
20 1.04 
21 0.881 
22 0.824 
13 0.776 
24 0.756 
25 0.754 
TABLE A-1 
VISCOSITY OF EQUILIBRIUM HYDROGEN 
-5 (in 10 kg/m-s) 
Pressure (attn) 
3 10 
1.98 1.98 
3.13 3.13 
4.42 4.39 
5.58 5.68 
5.78 6.25 
6.59 6.74 
7.35 7.40 
8.34 8.38 
9.18 9.23 
9.95 10.1 
10.5 10.9 
10.6 11. J 
10.2 11.5 
9:30 -11.3 
7.93 10.5 
6.49 9.66 
4.91 8.21 
3.63 6.74 
2.70 5.44 
2.06 4.34 
1.64 3.48 
1.42 2.85 
1.26 2.40 
1.15 2.08 
1.10 1.98 
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30 100 
1.98 1.98 
3.13 3.13 
. 
4.37 4.36 
5.64 5.55 
6.77 7.13 
7.06 7.62 
7.55 7.94 
8.45 8.66 
9.30 9.42 
10.2 10.3 
11.1 11.2 
11.7 12.0 
12.2 12.7 
12.5 13.3 
12.3 13.6 
12.1 14.0 
11.1 13.6 
9.96 13.0 
8.75 12.3 
7.54 11.4 
6.41 10.4 
5.44 9.43 
4.67 8.52 
4.05 7.69 
3.58 6.97 
ThlS procedure has been implemented in a sma~l computer program which 
uses the equilibrium state and kL as input. Calculations have been made for 
a number of cases. The results are presented in the main body of this report. 
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APPENDIX B 
MODEL FC~ LSC WAVE HEATING MODE-MAPS 
Th1~ Append1x describes a simple model. of a laser-heated thruster 
wh1ch uses an LSC wave mechanism to absorb most of the energy of the laser. 
Since that mechanism produces a~high temperature-gas-(-2Q~OOOK-i~-pure 
hydrogen), it is hard to contain by walls, and produces a great deal of 
rad1ation. To make 1t useful as a thruster, we consider surrounding the 
heated gas by a co-flow1ng buffer gas of the same mixture, but unheated 
by the laser. This buffer gas will be heated by the laser-heated gas by 
both convectlon and rad1atlon. The two gas streams wlil m1X and ult~ately 
produce a s1ngle stream at some temperature between that of the hot gas 
eX1tlng the LSC wave and that of the 1ncomlng buffer gas. The buffer gas 
wlil also serve to produce the convect1ve and rad1at1ve heating to the 
walls. 
A schematlc dlagram of such a heater lS shown in Flg. B-1. The 
over-all S1ze lS radlus Rm and length Lh + Lm. Flow at state ( )1 enters 
the heater. In the center, over a rad1us ~, a laser beam of power PL 
enters, 1nduclng an LSC wave ln the cyllnder of length~. Th1S hot 
cyllnder radlates energy QRh' some of WhlCh escapes out the s1de to the 
walls, and some of whlch lS absorbed ln the cooler buffer gas in the 
annulus Rm-~. There lS also convectlve heatlng from the hot gas to the 
buffer gas along the edge of the hot cyl1nder. Start1ng at ~, the 
gases mlX, and at the eXlt of the heat1ng reglon they emerge as one 
stream wlth propertles ( ) _. 
mt 
In the mlxlng reglon, the gases lose 
heat to the slde walls by convect lon, Q , and radlat10n, Q • Heat 1S 
On Rm 
also radlated out the ends of the mlxlng-reglon, ~Rm. No radlatlo~ out 
the ends of the LSC wave cyllnder lS consldered, as lt lS all absorbed ln 
the oncom1ng gas and the mlxed gas. 
ThlS model permlts a stralghtforward calculatlon of the flow param-
eters and losses to be made by uSlng conservatlon of mass, momentum and 
energy. Actually, nomentum conservat~on lS replaced by the condltlon of 
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.. 
31 .. 2 
• 
I+-Lh r( 
rnA 
~ 
~I • m ,.. 
IL ~ 
~ 
r~lxlnQ zone 
__ e __ 
• ~ mA p 
• 
mA 
QR~ Qcm 
+ QRh = Qwall 
• Conserve mass & eneray 
• Momentum conservation -+ p constant 
• [ 
2 ] 1/2 QIsp = 2hmf + umf 
• Lm = 2 P'rr J Lh = l/kyuv 
• 
• 2 PL = QRmtot + QRh + Qcm + m(hmf + Umf /2 ) 
• ~ = (QRh + ~m .. Qcm)/271 F\nL,n 
• IL related to n and rnA 
Fl.gure B-.1 Simplified LSC \iave Heatl.ng Model 
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constant pressure throughout, leav1ng the mass and energy equations to pro-
vide us with the relations necessary for the calculation. 
Let u~ denote the gas condit1ons at the end of the LSC wave region 
(hot region) by ( )h and those at the end of the buffer regie" by ()b' Then 
over-all mass conservation requ1res that 
(8-1) 
where S is the cross-sectlonal area of the cyllnder. The stagnation enthalpy 
m 
at the end of cyllnder is 
and the power ln the gas 15, wlth P the lnput gas power, 
1 
m limE - P 1 ' P = m H 1 1 
(B-2) 
(B-3) 
The thrust resultlng from expand1ng th1s flow to zero enthalpy 1S 
F m u 
ex 
where the exhaust veloc1ty 1S 
u 
ex 
and th~ correspond1ng spec1flc L~pulse 1S 
I 
sp u /g ex 
(B-4) 
(B-5) 
(B-6) 
These relat10ns are the Saltl€: as those 1n Eqs. (A-1)- (A-6) for the 
thruster performance, once the gdS ~s heated and ~lxed to the ( ) f stat~. 
m 
The radlatlon assoc1ated w1th the m1x1ng reglon flow 1S composed 
of the tot31 em1SSlon Q ' the rad1at1on to the cyl1nder Slde wall Rmtot 
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.... 
QRm ... QRm t '- t.Qrun· These are calculated from the pressure, temperature 
T
mf , and cyl1nder geometry R , L by the formulas given 1n Appendix A, m m 
Eqs. (A-16) and (A-17), uS1ng the appropnatc gas cornpos1t10n. 
The convect1ve heat1ng 15 found from Eq. (A-14) of Appendix A, 
uS1ng "mf' Lm' and the V1SCOS1ty u
mf at Tmf , accord1ng to 
Q = 3.5 H f (~ f m L on m m m (B-7) 
To obta1n 1nformat10n about the cond1t10ns at th1S eX1t of the hot 
reg10n we wr1te an energy balance between the stat10n ~ and the end of the 
cy11nder. The energy flow emerg1ng from the hot reg1o~ 1S ~"h' That 
• 
emerg1ng from the buffer reg10n 1S ~ H1 + QCh + QRh - QCb' Here QCh 15 the 
convect10n loss from the hot rcg10n, wh1ch we take to be deposited n ~he 
buffer gas. It 1S glven by the formula analogous to Eq. (B-7) a~ 
3 5 !Ih -/lIh m. L. QCh =. ... n 11 (B-8) 
QCb lS the energy lost to the wall by convection from the buffer gas, wh1ch 
we wlll 19nore as small, S1nce the buffer gas 1S much cooler than the hot 
* reglon gas. F1nally, QRh lS that port10n of the rad1dt1on from the hot 
reglOn WhlCh lS absorbed 1n the c0ld reglon. It lS found by subtractlng 
from the radlat10n enltted by the hot reglon, QRh' that portlon wh1ch can 
• 
csc3pe through the buffer gas to the walls, QRh' 
For hydrogen, these quantltles are found as follows. QRh comes 
from uS1ng Egs. (A-17), Wl th the 1 ntegratlon on '.1 C3rr 1ed as far as necessary 
to obta1n slgnlflcant contrlbutlons; In all calculatlons we have lntegrated 
5 -1 to ~ = 2 x 10 en , wlth k taken from the hlgh temperature hydrogen raula-
cU 
tlon propert1cs dcscrlbcd In Appe~dlx C. Th~ part whlch can escape through 
tho buffer gas lS calculated the sane way, but only lntegrated up to 
4 -1 9 x 10 em ,Slnce the h1gpe! energy ~art of the rad1atlon 1S absorbed 
In the cooler buffer gas. 
The sum of the energy flows emerg:ng from the buffer and hot reglons 
~lther emerges from the end of the mlxlng reglon as m H~f' or goes to 
&4 
= 
the walls as rad1ation from the mix1ng reg10n, QRm ' or convectlon Qem' tot 
The energy bal~,ce fro~ stat10n ~ to station ~ + Lm is then 
* ~ Ib + ~ Hl + QCh + QRh = m Hmf + QRm tot 
h b 'd d d' 'f' 1/2 T 1S can e conS1 ere a qua rat1c equat10n or ~ , 
d • 1/2 () , and QCh epends O~ ~ , Eq. B-8. Its solut10n 1S 
+ {[i(H:·~ ~l 'n"h 
+ Q 
em 
+ 
rrdH
mf - H ) + QRm 1 'tot 
fin - H1 
* 1/2 
+ Q"" - QRh } 
(B-9) 
(B-10) 
We can now set up a procedure for calculatlng the performance of an 
LSC wave h~ated thruster w1th a buffer gas. The parameters to be spec1fled 
are partly determ1ned by conven1ence of calculatlon and partly by the prop-
ertles of LSC waves. It 1S known (Ref. B-1, for example) that there 1S a 
Lelat10n between laser 1ntens1ty ard mass flow rate per un1t area for LSC 
waves. ThlS relat10n should be ma1nta1ned for the calculatlons Wlth thIS 
slmpilfled model. Therefore, we choose the Input mass flow per unlt area 
m = p u as a parameter speclfled In the calculatlon. In order to make All 
the thermochemlcal calculatlons as Slmple as posslble, we speclfy p and T 
to determlne the state of the gas, wherever we nped It. Wlth these con-
stralnts, the calculatlon proceeds as follows: 
1) Speclfy the gas mIx~ure, pr~ssure p, thrust F, Inlet tempera-
ture TI , mass flow per unlt area rnA' and flnal mlxed temperature Tmf . 
2) Calculate the enthalpy h
mf , denslty Pmf , and chcnlcal co~po­
sltlon from a thermochcm1.cal cqulllbr1.ll.':I program. 
3) Calculate u . = mAle i' H i from Eq. (B-2), n from Eqs. (B-4) 
mt ::l m 
and (3-5), R from r:q. (B-1), I from Eqs. (B-5) ",d (B-6). 
m sp 
4) Calculate h 1. and 
h , 
1 
p' :rom p, 
1.2 
+ u /2, and 
1 
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T uSlng oerfect gas propertles; 
1 - f 
the Input power P L = .n Hl -. 
(~ 
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5) Choose L , the length of the mix1ng reg10n. This choice can 
m 
be based on a length of m1x1ng, or sone other sUltable 1nterim. For the 
calculcJtions made in th1s study we have chosen L = 2 R • 
m m 
6) CalculcJte the heatlng terms Q , Q and QRm from Eqs. em Rm 
(B-7), (A-16) and (A-17). In Eq. (B-7), the Vl.sc6~hy ~mf is approxlmated 
by the value for hydrogen from Table A-I. 
7) Calculate the power ln the gcJs at the end of the mixing region 
by Eq. (B-3). 
8) Choose the temperature Th at the end of the LSC wave (hot 
reglon) and CalCl!ate the correspondlng gas composit10n from a thermochem-
1cal equihbnun; program, 1ncludlng enthalpy h~ and 
9) F1nd the veloc1ty ~ : rnA/Ph and total 
denslty Ph' 
2 
enthalpy Hb = ~ + ~/2. 
10) Choose the length of the hot region, Lh • ThlS should be a 
length charactcr~stlc of the th1ckness of the LSC wave. It lS not the 
cJbsorptlon length at Th , S1nce th1S 15 usually very small. In LSC waves, 
(~ the th1cknes~ lS determ1ned by the d15tancc over wh1ch the cold incom1ng gas 
15 hpate1 up to d temperature at wh1ch lt can absorb the laser energy. ThlS 
heat~n1 15 caused by conduct10n and rad1at10n forward from the hot absorb1ng 
pcJrt of the wave. In hydrogen, the length over wh1ch th1S heating occurs lS 
ch~ractcr1zcd by the absorptlon length for vacuum ultra-v1olet radlatlon 
em1tted by the hot hyurcgcn. Accord1ng to Append1x 0 of Ref. B-1, th1S 
length 15, ln cgs un1ts, 
(B-11) 
where nH 1S the hydrogen number dens1ty, and Q ' lS the electron1c partltlon e~H 
funct10n for hydrogen atoms For the pu(e hydrogen ralculat10ns done 1n the 
present study, we have taken Lh = 11k 
VU'l 
11) Guess a r~d1us ~ of the hot reg~on. Then calculate the 
radlatlon frOM the hot reg lon, as described above, by \lslng Eqs. (A-I7) 
-1 1ntegrated over the whole slgnlflca~t wavenumber regime (0 to 200,000 em 
In th~ cases calculated here). 7h15 ~lves the total sldeways emlS5l0n 
'. 
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.: 
QRh' Then use the same equations to find that part of tha sideways emission, 
Q~, which can escape through tho buffer gas to the walls, by integrating 
-1 
over the appropriate portion of the wavenumber spectrum (0 to 90,000 cm 
in-the_cases_calculated here). Subtraction then yields QRh - QRh - Q'Rh' 
the power absorbed by the buffer gas. 
12) Calculate the mass flow rate ~ through -the hot region from 
Eq. (8-10), which then g1ves the rafoius of the hot region from n~ D 
. . 
~/mA - Ph~' If this radius lS not the same as the one guessed in Step 11 
.iliove, iterate between Steps 11 and 12 until the radius calculated from 
Eq. (B-IO) is the same as the one used to find the radiation in Step 11. 
13) C~lculate the laser power as the power ln the gas at the end 
of the mlxlng zone, plus the power put lnto the walls: 
, 
P G + QRm
tot 
+ QC:'l + QRh 
., 
The laser 1ntens1ty 15 then IL = PL/TIRh' 
14) The total wall heat load 15 
~all = Qem + QRm + Q~ 
ilnd the average wall he,lt flux IS 
Q = Q 11/2TI R (L + L ) 
w Wit m h m 
(B-12) 
(B-13) 
(8-14) 
IS} To sat1sfy the constra1nt that the 1nput value of rnA 1S apprc-
.t>r1ate for a glven laser 1ntt..'nslty I L, we may 1terace on any other of the 
. 
-:.npu"t parameters such as T
mf , F, or Th . Only one need ~ changed, as only 
one output parameter, I L, 1S being sought. We have found 1t convep1ent to 
1terate on Th , Slnce the thrust r often has d des1red value, ilnd Tmf almos:: 
completely de~erm1nes I , Wh1Ch also often has d des1red value. 
sp 
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The procedure through step 14 has beer. implemented in a small com-
puter program for pure hydrogen propellant. It takes as input the equili-
brium properties of hydrogen at the two states p, Tmf and p, Th • The iter-
at10n on I L, or any other parameter, is done manually using multiple runs 
of this computer program. 
A number of calculat10ns of typlc~l cases have been performed w1th 
th1s program, and the results are dlscussed 1n the maln body of th1s report. 
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APPCNI1IX C 
IIYDWJGEN RADIATION AT HIGH TE."1PRATURE 
Radlation (roM hyurogen specles 15 d1scusscd 1n Chapter III of Ref. 
e-I. However, th~ exprp.~s!ons glVe'l there are llm1ted to a temperature 
rcg11llC up to 10,000 K. l'or the case of LSC waves, espcc1ally 1n pure hydro-
gen, teMperatures up to 20,000 K, or somewhat h1ghcr, arc of 1nterest. Such 
waves are mod~led 1n the hot regune of the slmple model descr1bed 1n Appen-
diX B, as well as 1n the deta11ed structure of hydrogen LSC waves descrlbed 
1n Ret. C-2. Therefore, we need to extend the rad1at1ve propert1es of hydro-
gen to these h1gher temperatures. 
There arc two effects wh1ch enter as h1gher hydrogen temperatures 
arc considered. F1rst, the slgn1f1cant part of the frequency spectrum ex-
tends to h1ghpr values, wh1ch 1S to say, to h1gher wavenumbers, because of 
the shape of the black body spectrum. As temperature 1ncreases, the peak of 
the blackbody curve sh1ft5 to h1ghcr frequency, and 1tS fall-off also sh1fts 
to hlgher frequency. 
-3 
For a temperature of 10,000 K, the black body curve has 
fallen to about 10 of 1tS 5 peak value when the wavenumber lS 10. The same 
5 degree of fall-off at 20,000 K requ1res a wavenumber of 2 x 10. Integrat10ns 
over wavenuMber, wh1ch' were carr led out to wavenu:nber '..I 
5 ~xtended to ,.) - 2 x 10 for hlgh temperature hydrogen. 
5 10 1n Ref. C-1, were 
The ~econd effect of hlgh temperature lS the 1nclu51on of hydrogen 
Ilne ~ad1at1on, to be added to the cont1nuum rad1at10n cons1dered at low 
temperature. ~!ost Ilnes can be treated as extens10ns of the contlnuum rad1a-
tlon for a ~lmple model. . owever, the Lyman alpha (LY,ll and Bdlmer alpha (H
u
) 
unes ::uy be strong enough to be treated separately. 
The model we have adopted for the absorptlon coeff1c1cnt of h1gh tem-
perature hydrogen lS descr~ed Delow. It cons1sts of rnod1fY1ng the free-bound 
hydrogen absorptlon cocfflClcnt glvcn In Ref. C-l to allow for wavenumbcrs up 
to 2 x 105 , of addlng ter~s to model the Ilnes as 3n extenslon of the cont1nuum, 
and of add1ng the L'l " and ri l llnes. 
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We start with tho expression for the free-bound absor~tion coeffi-
Clent of hydrogen atoms given in Eq. (J-20) of Ref. C-l. 
( 
-hpCW/itT) 
k =0 n 1-0 II H H 
(C-l) 
Here "H is the cross-section, nH the atom number density, hp the Planck con-
stant, c the speed of llght, W the wavenumber and k the Boltzmann const~lt. 
The cross-section is expressed in the equatlon above Eq. (3-20) in Ref. 
C-l in cgs un1ts, as 
N 
max 3 
2 x 7.9 x 10-18 L: (~) exp [- hpc Ry (1 - .; )] Ic-2) aH Qe~1I kT 
N > rRy/w 
where Ry 
atom 1S 
-1 109737 cm and the elp.ctron1c part1tion function of the hydrogen 
N 
max 
L 
N=l 
.2 exp [_ (C-3) 
N IS the largest prlnc1pal quantuc number of an electronlc state of hydro-
I"..3X 
gen to be used In the sums. At 10· .... t:"'pcr.ltu!'es, the cholce of th1s cut-
off quant~~ nur.her does not natter mu~h, Slnce the larger N terms make llttle 
ccntr1butlon to the s~~s. Ho~ever, as T Increases, thlS ceases to be true 
and a reallstlc cut-off must be chose~. Whlle In the low temperature work 
of Ref. C-l \o'e chose N = ~O, We ha\'c chosen N 10 1n the present 
MaX max 
hlgh temperature case. A more Soph1st:cated cut-off procedure was not con-
slcered worthwh1le for the present rat~er slMple model. 
The f1rst modlflcatlon to Eq. (C-2) 1S for the N = 1 term, wh1ch 
ne\"er arose when ..J < 10 5 < Ry, Slnce t!':en the lower llml.t was always N > 2. 
5 But ~f we &xtend the range of w to 2 x 10 , the N = 1 term will appear for 
the higher wavcnumbers. Th~s term is g~ven i~ Ref. C-3, Eq. (5-17), as 
the-last term_on the right. In the prescnt units 13.6/w = Ry/w, and the 
ground state number dcns~ty n~~8= 2nH/Q }~. 
sum ~n Eq. (C-2) is 6.34 x 10 (RY/W)~. 
Thus the N = 1 term in the 
To add the l~nes as an exten5~on of the continuum we wr~te Eq. (C-2) 
as 
10 
E 
N=l 
The AN are chosen at each W as follows. Ocf~ne 
w1 = Ry(l - 1/9) = 8 Ry/9 
W
z 
= Ry(1/4 - 1/16) = 3 Ry/lG 
N>2: <.LIN 
Then the AN arc: 
N = 1: 
-2 2 Ry [N - (N + 1)- J 
If W < W 
- 1 
6.34)( 10- 15 (Ry/:..) 8/3 1. f IJ .... Ill, 
N 1 : o 
-18(Ry)3 7.9:<10 -
Nl...\ 
h c Ry f' 
----kT 
1f (,I < "'N 
(1 :i)] ", ·'N 
To complete the ,,~del, we need a treatment of the LYa and Ha 11ne5. 
These llnes ar~se from the tran51tlons n = 1 to n' = 2 and n = 2 to n' = 3, 
respect-l.vely. The 11no centers are dt -cl 
nn' 
qlven by 
Ry (l - 1/4) 3Ry/4, '.J:
n 
= Ry.Jl/4 - 1/9) 
.' 
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SRy/36 
(C-4a) 
(C-4b) 
(C-4c) 
(C-4d) 
which, we may note, are values missing from the sequence in Eq. (C-4b), 
which have the n a 1, n' ~ 3 and n = 2, n' Q 4 transitions. The correspond-
ing f ,numbers are 
nn 
f12 .. 0.4162, f23 a 0.641 
We fir=t find the absorpt1on coeff1c1ent integrated ove~ the line 
w1dth a'J 
1 
where the upper and lower factors 1n { } are for LYa and Ha' respectively. 
Here e 1S the electron1c charge, mE the electron mass and nAG lS the number 
dcns1ty of atoms 1n the ground state. The latter is the lower state for 
the Ly hne. The lower state for the Ha llne 1S the n = 2 state, Wh1Ch 
Cl 2-2 
reqU1res for ltS number dens1ty the added factor 2 exp (- hpc Ry/kT(1 - 2 )] 
WhlCh expla1ns the factor 1n { } for H. In terms of the hydrogen atom 
Cl 
number denslty ;'II{ we have nAG = 2nA/QeiH' where QeiH 1S the electron1c parti-
tlon fllnct10n for II, already glvcn 1n Eq. (C-3). US1ng this expreSS10n for 
nand evaluatlng the constant, we f1nd in cgs un1ts AG 
1 
( 
3 hpc RY) 
4 exp - '4 kT 
(C-s: 
We now evaluate the cont1nu~ absorpt10n cocff1c1ent at the llne center, 
say k t(w ,), by the for~ulas glven for hyJrogen 1n Chapter III of Ref. C-1. 
con nn 
Let the gas sample length we are 1nterested 1n be L. If k (w )L > 1, 
cant nn' 
t~e cont1nuUM contrlbut1on to em1SS1v1ty 15 already near the black body 11~t 
~,d the add1t1on of the llne corttrlbut1on to the absorpt1on coeff1c1ent does 
not 1ncrease the emlSSlv1ty slgn1f1cantlYi therefore the llne contrlbut10n 
c~, be neglected. 
If k t (w ,) L " 1, we then proceed to find the line contrl.bution. 
con nn 
One possible '/alue of ,"lIUssivi'ty for the h.ne is 
e:-(l)"'B(W)L!kdW/OT4 
nn' W 
where a 1S the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, B(W) is the black body funct10n 
B (w) 
and the 1ntegral of the absorpt1on coeffic1ent 1S glven 1n Eq. (~-5). Th1S 
value 1S app~opriate 1f the llne 1S transparent, i.~., if the emissivity at 
the line center is not lim1ted by reabsorption. The transparent approxima-
t10n is used whenever [k (w ,) + k t(w ,»)L < 1. 
w nn con nn 
(e-G) 
If the line center 1S reabsorbed, the llne ellUOS1v1ty can be approx1-
mated by uSlng the trdnsparent emissiv1ty 1n the spectral region where [k 
cont 
(w ,) + k )L < 1, and che black body lll1Ut 1n the spectral region about the 
nn w 
1 tne center where [k (w ) + I: ) L > 1. Th1S second po~sl.ble err.ic;slv1ty 
cont nn' w 
1S obtalned uSlng a llne wldth 
2 
= 2ClT Wnn • Fo 
where (In cgs and ~tatcoulombs) 
F 
o 
and aT 1S found from 
.:t~ 2 ~ 
'.io! 
nn' 
2 C &In' [L -1 F 
0 
Jk. .,d J 
- k 
cont 
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r--I ::> (.1.'nn' ~ 
.' 
The constants C ,for the two lines are 
nn 
in conslstent units. Then the 
(2) D (w ,)~WB nn 
e:: .. 
a T4 
second 
8 C 
+ -3 
-15 C23 IS 1.3 x 10 
emissivity is 
nn' 
E: (1) 
(aT) 3/2 
(C-7) 
where the first term represents the contlibution cf the black-line center and 
the 5e~ond term is the contribut10n from the transparent line wlngs. 
The Cm1SSivlty contribution of each line (LYa' n = 1, n' = 2 and 
lIa' n = 2, n' = 3) lS given by the smaller of e(l) and e(2) for the line. 
Th~s lS a~ded to the eontlnuum contr1bution to e, which is 
= fB(IJ~ 
a T 
-kL (1 - e ) dw (C-8) 
where k lS the sum of the contrlbutlons discussed 1n Ref. C-~, Chapter III 
for hydrogen specles, but the fre~-bound absorptl0n coefflclent of hydro-
gen atoms glven there lS to be replaced by that glven ln thlS Appcndlx, 
Eqs. iC-l) - (C-4). To avold count1ng the contlnuum tWlce In the spectral 
reglon where the IJne center lS reabsorbed, wr. subtract from the c for the 
llnes the value of the lntegrand of (C-S) at W I tlmcS 6wB• nn 
The emlSS1v1tles that result from th1S model are d1splayed 1n Table 
C-1 for T = 104 , 2 x 104 and 3 x 104 K, P 1, 10 and 100 atm, and path 
lengths of 1, 10 apd 100 em. The inCreaSes With pressure and path length 
at a flxcd temperat.ure is sho ... -n e1ea.cly. The values cover a large range, 
fror:\ 10-3 to 1. 
A pr~vl0us calculation of the emlsSlvlty for hlgh tempe~ature hydro-
4 4 gen has been published in Ref. C-4, for 10 and 2 x 10 K, With 1 cm at 1 
and 10 atm, and 10 cc at 1 atn. The values of e~sslvlty given there are 
about a factor of 2 hlghe~ than the ones we have calculated. However, our 
d~SC~lptl0n of the l1ne shapes is morc modern than that of Ref. C~4, wh1ch 
probably accounts for ~~e differences. ' 
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TABLE C-1 
EMISSIVITY OF HIGH TEMPERATURE HYDROGEN 
T(10 3 K) 2- = 1 em ~ = 10 em 1 = 100 em 
-_ .. -
- - --
p = 1 atm . 
10 1.27 x 10-
3 5.57 x 10-3 3.74 x 10-2 
20 8.94 x 10-3 5.67 x 10-
2 1.84 x 10-1 
30 7.31 x 10-4 5.63 x 10-3 4.62 x 10-
2 
--
p = 10 atm 
10 8.81 x 10-3 6.03 x 10-
2 4.12 x 10-1 
20 1. 71 x 10-1 5.00 x 10-
1 9.94 x 10-1 
30 4.90 10-
2 -1 6.46 x 10-1 x 2.80 x 10 
-- --- -------- ----- -- -
- - - __ L-._ 
P = 100 atm 
10 1.21 x 10-
1 6.7S x 10-1 1.03 
20 8.46 x 10-1 9.86 x 10-
1 1.00 
6.67 x 10-1 9.32 x 10-1 -1 30 9.86 x 10 
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I\PPENOIX 0 
RADIATION'FROM A CYLINDER 
The simple thruster madela described in Appendices A and B require 
an approximate expNssion for the radiation from a cylinder of qas at uniform 
temperature and pressure. The purpose of this Appendix is to derive the 
expreosion used in those models. 
Consider a surface enclosing a uniform body of gas. The radiative 
flux normal to the surface at any polnt of the surface lS made up of the 
contrlbutions of all the rays Whl~h can reach that polnt from within the gas. 
Let each such ray be ldentified by angular coordinates 0, 9, where e is the 
angle the ray makes with the inward normal, and ¢I is the azimuth angle around 
the normal. Let ~(O,¢I) be the length of the ray, from the surface point to 
the place where lt plcrces the surface agaln on the other side of the body. 
The radlative flux normal to the surface, at frequency v, (and wave number 
~v/cl is expressed by an lntegral over all such rays, as 
s 
w 
~ d<jl B f27T J 
7T 
o 0 
7T/2 [-It 2.(6,<jll1 
de SlOe cose 1 - E W J (0-1) 
where Ie lS the absorptlon coefflclcnt at w, B lS the black body spectral flux 
w w 
B 
W 
2 3 27Thp c w 
e~p (hpcW/kT) - 1 
and hp ' k are the Planck and Boltzman~ ~onstants respectlv~ly. 
To flnd the power radlated from the whole body at wave nurber w 
we must lntegrate over the whole surface 
Q =f s ciA RWtot W Atot 
and sl~larly, to flnd the power radlated from any portlon of the surface 
we perform the integrnl over that RQrtlon. 
• 1 
7,7 
, 
.. .~ ~ 
(0-2) 
(D-3) 
.. 
.! ' 
,'--"" 
. 
" 
Finally, to find the total po~cr, we must lntegrate over W 
f 
o 
dw Q 
r totw 
and slmllarly for any portion of the surface. 
(0-4) 
It l~ thus Jpparent that for a unlfo~ body of qns, the calculdtlon 
of the radlat10n can be thouq~t of 1n two lJarts. One lS the geome~ric prob-
lem of calculat1ng the lnteqrJls (0-1) and (0-3). The olher 1S the phYS1CS 
problem of defin1nq k as a functlon of qas. compositlon, pressure and ternpera-
w 
ture, ~nd lntcgratlnq over W. These two parts can be trcatea inderendently. 
In the present work the lnteqral over W is performed numerlcally, once k is 
w 
determlned. The present ~ppendlx is devoted to the geometrlcal problem. 
The 1ntegral tn Eq. (0-1) 1S not expresS1blc In closed forn for nost 
bodlCS, but can be p~rfo~ed for some slmple shapes. For a plaln lnf1nlte 
slab of thtckncss d, the C1JSS1Cai result is 
s (l) (iJ 
2C 3 (kwd ) , E3 (x) =/ -tx dt 1 - e 3 n 
w t 
(0-5) 
1 
For .1 sphere of ! .. lC1US R we ';.',15111' flnd 
S -2a -".1 (u 
1 2e 2(1-0 - ) k R ... + ---- a = n 1 .. 1 2 w (,1 4a 
(0-6) 
For dn lnf1~lte cyllnder, the result has recently been gl\en (Ref. D-1) 1n 
telns of ncd1:ted 3esse1 functlons .:IS 
5 
w 4~212[aKl(alIl(a) + aKo(.:i)1o(a) - 1J 
+ KI(a)!l(a)!a + (l(a)1o(a) - Ko(al:1(a)1 
~ 
• _ l.. _... ~ ... 
\ i I 
( 
;'-3 ,J 
:0-7) 
• ..J 
, J... ..I' c ...... _ • 
-' 
All these results are, of course, independent of posit~on on the surface, 
because of s~etry, so surf~ce integrat10n is sImple. 
We are here interested 1n a finile cylinder of rad1us R and length L, 
for which Eq. (0-1) cannot be 1ntegrated in terms of known functions. We will 
therefore ronsider an approximate expres'3ion. 
Tile llmiting forms of Cq. (0-1) for very l.:Jrqe and very small kwt 
are called the black and transparent limLts. The former 1S obtained b<j 
letting the exponential vanish, whence WH find 
S =. li 
wB 'JJ 
as we expect. The transparent limit 1S the r~rst term of the expansion of 
the expon~nt1al, leadinq to 
k B 2rr 2Ti 
SluT ~ w f dCP f de Slone cose 2- (8, (M 
o 0 
k B 10 ww 
The coefflclent of k B 15 called the geometrlcal mean be~ length i o' ww 
~f 2Ti f 2TT dO de sJ.nO cosO 2- (0, CP) 
o a 
A frequently used approxlmation for gas radiatlon is 
-k 2-
S = B (1 _ 0 W 0) 
W W 
(0-8) 
(0-9) 
(0-10) 
(0-11) 
ThlS expresslon has tho correct valtlo J.n both the black and transparent 1l.m1ts, 
Eqs. (D-8) and (D-9) rcsrcct~vely, and lS of ton used as an apprOX1Mat1on over 
the whole range of kw2-0' 
Some ldea of ltS accuracy can be obtalned by applYlng thlS ldea to the 
exact expresslons for the slab, sphere and cylJ.nder. The \'aluc::; of ~O' obtalned 
from k d or k R -.. 0 J.n Eqs. 10-5, 0-6 and 0-7}, are 20, 4R/] and 2R respectlvely. 
w w 
These are then substltuted lnto Eq. (0-11), and the rcs~lts com?ared w~th exact 
evaluatJ.ons of Eqs. (0-5, 0-6 and ~-7). (Tables of E3 and the Bessel functJ.ons 
are avallable fOT these evaluatlons.) Such a calculatlon s~cws that 'the MaXlmUm 
" 
. " , 79' 
• 
- I 
error for the slab is 13.5\ at k d = a.5, for the sphere it is 5.2\ at 
w 
k R 
w 
1.5, and for the cylinder it is 6.4\ at kwR = 0.8. Thus the use of 
the approximation (0-11) is qUlte reasonable for these cases. 
In ~hc same spirit one can lntegrate Eq. (0-10) over the surface 
area of interest to obtain what we can call an area-averaged geometric mean 
be.un length. 
Th~ limitlng radiated powers are then the black value 
an~ the transparent value 
AB 
w 
9 = k R A'L FUlT II) W 0 
We can then propose an approxlmat1on for the radlated power, 1n analogy to 
eg. (0-11), .JS 
-k 'L 
QRWB (1 - e W 0) 
(0-12) 
(0-13) 
(0-14) 
(0-15) 
ThlS ag.llfl h."1s the correct black and transparent llr.lltn, and can be thought of 
.JS iJ. poss1ble appro~lmat1on over the whole range of k ~ • 
t.1 0 
Checklnq the valld1ty of thlS appro'C1rnatlon 15 not so slrnple as for 
eq. CD-Ill. ~'lc cannot usc the slab, sphere and cyhnder, Slnce thelr values 
of to UO not vary over the surface, so Eq. (D-lSi reduces to Eq. (0-11) tlmes 
A. A check is poss1ble l~ a falrly slmple way for the case of the base of a 
sernl-lnf1n1te cyl1:1dcr, for Wh1Ch It can be shown that the exact e~preSS1on is 
8 j'f;12 
- - de 
iT 
o 
80 
, . 
. 
(0-16a) 
. 
-' 
~ 
~ ... 
) 
~ 
The expression obt.uned for fa is IGR/3n so the ilpproximation is 
(O-lGb) 
1\ numct L~,ll integration of Eq. (O-lGa! shows that Eq. (O-lGb) has a ma.<lmum 
error of 27.5\ of k R = 1. ThlS !Jlves us some Gonfldence in using r.q. (0-15). 
w 
Cert,llnly CIt-her checkll would be deslC.wle, but we know of no other exact ex-
pressl0n~ whlch have been evaluated. Such evaluatlons would be very helpful. 
It lS Celt th~t present eV1dence shows Eq. (0-15) to be sufficiently 
accurate Cor use ln slmple models such ~s those descrlbed ln Appendlces A 
and B. We will ther~fore proce~d to apply Cq. (0-15) to a flnlte cyllnder. 
If one IS 1.lterested In the radlated power emItted over the whole 
surface enclosing the volume, wlth area A , It is not necessary to perf~rm 
tot 
.Iny 1nl~~ratlons to obt~ln the Ilmlt1nq values. The black llmlt IS, of course, 
() 
~RaH 
tot 
1\ B 
tot w 
(0-17) 
The transp.lrent 1Im1t 1S easl1y fOllnd, beC,lllse there 1S no absorptl0n, so the 
radlatlon from each vo111nc clement 15 emltted. In anyone dlrectlon a volume 
clement dV radlates "11 dV/;r per stcradl.:m, or 4k B dV In all directl0ns. 
ww ww 
Then the tot.11 tl,lnZp.lrcnt r,J(llatcd power out of a \OllimC V 15 
Ik [1 V 
w w 
(0-18) 
TillS nllst a,]ICC w:th tIll' IntL'.]ral of Eq. (0-9) over the tot.ll surf.:lcc arca, 
WhICh me,1.ns th.1.t 
o ~tdt 
tot 
(D-19) 
Th,lt thlS 1S c(Jrrect c.m be checked for the SLID, srhcr~ ,1nd cvl1nder, Wnel~ 
~O lS 2d, .IR/J .1.nd 2R, In.krendent of location on the surface. The correspor. . .nn;; 
; I 
. . 
~ 
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areas are 2A, 4~R and 2~RL and volumes are Ad, 4~R 13 and ~R L, where A 
lS the area of one face of the slab. Thus in all three cases 10Atot a 4V, 
1n accord w1.th Eq. (0-19). 
We turn noW to the calculation of Io for the side surface of a finite 
cylinder of radiuo R and length L, wh1ch is needed for the simple mcv:els of 
Appendices A and a. Cons1uer first the mid-polnt of the side. Recall that 
o lS the angle a ray makes with the innor normal from the mid-pelnt, and ~ 
is the azimuth angle around ~nat normal. We choose ~ = 0 in a cross-sectional 
plane. Then a ray from the mid-po1.nt of the side in any direction a, ~, 
wh1ch h1ts"the side of the cy11nder has length 
A ray wh1ch hltS the end of the cylincer, where ~ 1.S between 0 and ~, has 
length 
'. L/2 nne sln¢ 
(0-20) 
(0-21) 
Because of synmetry we need only conslder ¢ in the range of 0 ~ ¢ ~ ~/2, and 
then quadruple the rcsulc. C: course, e only var1es between 0 ~ e ~ ~/2. 
The d1.Vld1.ng l1ne between where we ha"oe to use i and where we must use 1 
s e 
1S obta1.lled by settlng £. ;.,. Th1.s lS the equation of the c1.rcular perimeter 
s c 
of the base ln 0, 9: 
\\'e can now e,?ress ;'0 from Eq. (D.!lO) as 
dO Slne cosO 1. 
s 
. -/~ ] 
+ f' -.10 SlnO cose ~e 
Yd 
where ¢d(e) 15 deflncd by Lq. (0-22). 
32 
(0-22) 
(D-23) 
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In these varlable~ ~h£ integration is very difficult because of the 
complicated dcpendencc of 1 and 1 on 9 and a, as well as the complicated 
s e 
form of 9d (8). However, there is a set of angles which makes these expressions 
much simpler 
Let ~/2 - a bc the angle between thc ray 0, 9 and the generator of 
the cylinder through the mld-point. ProJect the rayon the cross-sectional 
plane, giving a prO)ectlon of length 1 cos a. Then lntroduce the angle betw~en 
this proJertion and the lnner normal from the slde mid-polnt as a. These 
angles are related to e, $ by 
cos:8 = cosu cosS 
and 1 , 1 take the simpler forms 
s c 
Slna sinlj) SlnO 
1 = 2R cosS/cosa, 1 = L/2sina 
s c 
(0-24) 
(0-25) 
The relation betwecn 0 and ¢ on thc pcrlmeter of the cylinder end, Eq. (0-22) 
becomes 
tanad = L/4R cosS (0-26) 
Flnally, to transfotm the lntegral (0-23) we need the Jacoblan deternllnant 
J 
[ 
:)O/3a 
;)¢/3(L 
to express ded¢ IJI dadS. The algebra lS lengthy but stralghtforward, and 
we flnd 
2 
slnO cosO d8d¢ = cos a cosS dndS 
The llmlts on S are from 0 to n/2. The Ilmlts on a are from ad to rr/2 for 
the ray~ WhlCh hlt the end, ~nd 0 to ad for ~he rays WhlCh hlt the slde, where 
ad(s) lS glven by Eq. (D-26). 
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The expression for ~O' Eq. (0-231, then becomes 
2 da cos. a cosS 
COSfl 
2Lf 1T/2 
+ - dS 1T 11T/2 2 cos a COSS da -----~ana 
o ad 
The first 1ntegral on a 1S easy. The second can b~ broken into two parts by 
2 1 . 2 d h d 1 b uS1ng cos a = - Sln fl, an t e secon part can a so e 1ntegrated. The re-
sult 1S 
2 J1T/ 2 £0 = IT dB 
o 
2Lf1T/2 
+ -- dB 1T 
1T/2 COSB~ da/s1na 
o o 
nut tho term 1n square brackets van1shes because of the def1nitlon' of ad from 
Eq. (0-26), leav1ng only the last double lntegral. This 1ntegral can be inte-
grated by parts on B to glve 
1T/2 
2L[Slnsj iT/2 ~ I + J1T/ 2 dB 
, Slna 
ad 0 0 
da 1 slonB d 
slnad dB 
The 1ntegrated part van1shes becau5c ad = 11'/2 when S = n/2, as Eq. (0-26) 
shows. i\lso, from r:q. (D-26), we f1nd that 
1 
• J 
. 
. -
• ; 
s1n8 
2 2 (L/4R) + cos S 
-8~ 
{ 
" 
'. ' 
Finally, then, we have 
2 
sin B 
[ 
2 2 , • ,., 
(L/rRl + cos e-: 
(P-27) 
This can be expressed i~ te~ of complete elliptic integrals by writing the 
integrand as 
2 2 1 - 1 + b Sl.n :< 1 1-
b l 11 b2~. 2"J 1/2 
- 1,,10 ... 
Thus we have 
~o 2L 
'TTb l 
where the complete e111ptl.C lntegrals are deflned by Eq. (0-29). They are 
well-studl.ed and well tabulated functlons. 
(0-28) 
We have thus expressed the geomctrl.c mean beam length at the center 
of the 5l.de of a cyllnder ln terns of lts radlus R and length L. The trans-
parent flux follows from Eqs. (0-9) I and an approxlmatlon for the flux o~er 
the whole range from black LC transparent ~s glven by Eq. (0-11). 
ThlS expreSSlon can r:-w be used to fInd the ~o at any pOlnt on tr.~ 
slde of the cyllnder. Fl.rst -e recognlze that If we wlsh to flnd the fl~ 
at the end of the Slce of the cyllnder, rather than the Mld-polnt of the slde, 
that flux lS the same as hal: the flux frc:n the mld-polnt of a cyhnder t-"lce 
as long. He merely replace L by 2L al'd divlde by 2 In Eqs. (0-27, D-29 a."ld 
D-29). The result 15 
35 
,""""'" 
9. = o 
[ ]
-1/2 
b = (L/2R1 2 + 1 
- E(b)] . 
(0-30) 
Now considec any point a distance x from the mid-po~nt of the cylinder. 
The flux is made up of contr~butions from the end of the side of two cylinders, 
one of length L/2 + x ~nd the other of length L/2 - x. 
L I rTr/2 
+ (2" - x)J dB 
o [(L/2 
.., 
s~r.· S 
2 2 
- x) /4R + 2] 1/2] cos 8 
Th~5 can be used to express the flux at any point ~n terms of ell~pt~c 
~ntegrals, by wr~t~ng It as 
The result~ng trlnsparent flux lS glvcn ~y Eq. (0-9), and the approxlmate 
flux at any kw by Eq. (0-11). 
(0-31) 
(0-32) 
To flnd the power radlated out the wnole slce of the cyllnder, whose, 
area lS 2nRL, we use Eq. (0-12) I where ~\ = 2n~dx. We thus need the lntegr~l 
L/2 
L-lj £0 lOdx 
-L/2 
of to from Eq. (D-~l). If we let y = L/2 + x In the flrst lntegral and 
.{ I 
Y = Ll2 - x in the! second lntcgral, they bot.~ become the sa;ne, and .... e hnd ~ { 
.. , 
; , 
, f , 
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4 jTI/2 r = - dB o 'IT 2 
o 
2 If we now let z = (y/2R) , dz 
2 i L sin ~ -p-----:;:"----~::_ 
o 
2 Y dy/2F , then 
2 2 2iL /4R Sln B [z + dz 2 ] 1/2 cos S 
The z lntegra1 lS slmpIe, and we flnd 
., 7T/2 
"fo = lGR-f dB 
nL 
o 
., ~(2 2 
sln"S ~ L /4R 2 )112 ~ + cos ~ - COSBJ 
The second term lntcqrates to 1/3. The first can also be expressed as com-
2 2 plete elllptlc lntegr.11s, by rcplaclnq cos B by - 51n ~ dnd introdl!Clng 
th~ parameter b aIrcddy deilneci 1n Cey. (0-30). The lnteqr.11 15 
.G(b) (0-33) 
.he fln.11 form for the .1rca-averaged qco~etrlc Mcan beam length for the slde 
of the cy11nder 15 then 
[ 
.1-112 
(2LR/ + J (0-34) 
Aqaln. the transparent radiated power from the slde is found from 
Eq. (0-14) as 
(D-35) 
"1 
'. 
while-the black radiated power is from Eq. (0-13), 
Q := 21fRLB 
R!I.B W 
The approximate expression, Eq. (0-15), becomes 
( 
-k r ) Q = 21TRLD 1 _ e W ° 
Rlll W 
For the total surface of the cyllnder, we car. easily find 9.0 
Eq. (0-19) as 
t = 2R/(l + RILl 
°tot 
., 
(0-36) 
(0-37) 
from 
tot 
(0-38) 
s.nce the total area 1S 21TRL + 2"R~. The corresponding transparent and black 
radiated powers are 
r-' and 
--
21TRL (1 + R/L) B 
(J 
whlle the dpprox1mate form (0-15) lS, w1th (0-38) 
(0-39) 
The usc of Eq. (0-37) 1S still so~ewhat 1nconven1ent because of the 
ellipt1c ~ntegrals 1n the expreSS10n for G conta1ned ln Io' Slnce the use 
of Eq. (0-37) is only approximate, some further slmpllf1cat1on lS Just1f1ed. 
We note that the rat10 of the total to slde black power 1S Just the area r~t1o 
1 + R,L, ~h1le for the transparent power tn1s ratiO 1S 2R/to' A cafeu1atlon 
of 
. , 
. 
-= 
2R 
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-1 
shows that for R/L ~ 1, this function is within 5.2' of (1 + R/L) , alwdys 
lying above it. So a satisfactory approximution is 
~ < 1· L - • I o 
2R 
= 1 + R/L 
(0-40) 
Thus f01 cyllnders longer than their radlus, the ratio of total to side 
transparent radiation lS also approximately the area ratio. (For ~ R/L < I 
the error is less than 3.2\.) ThlS implies that the sldeways power lS much 
larger than the base power for such cyllnders. 
For R/L > 1, we can expand the elliptlc lntcqrals for b near 1, 
and flnd the serles for G 1n the form 
~ > 1: G 
L 
+ 1 - 2.25(1 - K2) + 
K2 =b
2
= [(L12R)2+ lrl 
., 
0.25(1 - K..,)" 
.. 
'l'h!.s expression 1S accur.1tc to I'\. (For 2R/L > 1 1t 1S accurate to 1.6'.) 
10-41) 
We =onclude that the express10ns to be used 1n the simple models of 
laser heated thrusters descrlbed 1n Append1ces A and Bare Eq. (0-39) fo~ 
the power radlated from all surfaces of the cyl1nder, and Eq. (0-37) for tr~ 
power rad1ated from the slde surface, wlth lo glven by Eq. (0-40) or (0-41). 
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APPENDIX E 
FLOW EQUATIONS FOR THRUST CflP.MBER DESIGN COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The laser-heated thrust chamber is repre~ented by the axisymmetric 
flow flow of a gas WhlCh is in chemical equilibrium, is absorbing laser 
radiatlon, and has energy transport by convection, diffusion and radiation. 
A set of equations for this flow was presented in Section 5.1 of Ref. E-l. 
An alternate, and perhaps more convenient version of th~ energy equation will 
be pr~sented here, and contr3sted with the previous formulation. 
We conslder the flow 1n an aX1symmetric channel, where aXLal grad-
ients are small compared to rad1al grad1ents. This enables us to make the 
boundary layer approx1~tion that the V1SCOUS transport terms need only 1n-
clude radial grad1ents, not aX1al ones. Let us denote the axial and radlal 
coordlndtes by x, r and the corresponding velocity components by u, v. The 
Mass conservatlon equatlon is then 
dOU 1 drov +---
JX r dr o (E-la) 
The boundary layer ilpprox1mat1on appl1ed to the radlal momentum equation 
shows that the pressure 1S constant ovor a cross-sect1on, so that p = p(x). 
Then the aX1al ~omentl~ conservat1on equat10n 15 
dU pu - + dX pv 
dU 
de 
dp 
- - + dx 
1 
r 
(E-lb) 
The energy conservatlon lncludes the convcctlon of enthalFY, the radl-
atlon, the flow work, the V1SCOUS dl&Slpat1on and the conduct1on and dlffuslon 
of energy. Tf h denotes enthalpy, and S th~ radlatlon energy flux 'lector, then 
- - -
the conservat1on of energy requlres 
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pu ah + 
ax 
ah pv -ilr + V-r; ~ + cut IS U ~ 3r dx 
LPDh ~~i] I (E-lc) + u.l r [ .T r 3r ACf ar + 
'rho conduction term involves the frozen conductivity ACf ' which includes the 
translational and internal contn.butions, but not the reaction contribution. 
It is the sum of the terms g~ven in Eqs. (4-55a) ~nd (4-55b) of Ref. E-l. 
The d~ffusion term is the summation involving the enthalpy per unit mass h. 
~ 
of the ~-t!1 species, the diffusion coefficient 0 for that species, and the 
~ 
grad1cr,t of the corresponding mass fraction Ci • This form of the diffusion 
term 1S the simpliflcd one usually used, where the spec1es diffuslon velocity 
has been expressed by F1CK'S law a~ D aC far, to avoid the conslderable com-
1 1 
plicat10ns of mult~componer.t d~f!uslon. 
There are two ways to express the conduction and d1ffusion terms 1n 
terms of enthalpy. We start with the deflnition of the m~xture enthalpy as 
h = Lh C 
1 1 
and d1fferentlate to get 
dh = Lh, dCl. + cpfdT, c = LC . C, c. 
.... pf p1 l. p1 dh /dT 1. (E-2) 
Here we have recognl.zed that for ~ach spec1es, hl depends only en T, and ltS 
derl.vatl.ve l.S the specles specufic heat c , whlle c f lS the frozen speciflc p1 P 
heat of the ml.x~ure, be1ng Just the mass-~elghted sum of the speclflc heats of 
the l.ndlVl.dual components. 
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One way to express the conduction-d1ffusion heat flux ler.n to !lub-
stitute from Eq. (E-2) for dT, and combine the d': t(>rm with the diffus10n 1. 
term. The result 1.9 
EpO,h, 
1 1. 
where the spcc1.es LeW1S number Lei 1.5 de~1.ned as 
Le, 
1 
+ i:(I,cl,-l) h ~Cl] i Tr 1<::-3) 
Th1.S approach 1.5 !,lll.t.lble for chem1.cal non-equ1.l1bnum flow, where the Carl! 1. 
computed frem chemlcul react:on equatlons. It also shJw~ the s1.mpl1.fi~at1.on 
Wh1Ch occurs when Le, = 1 .lnd the ma~s fract1~n gradlents van1sh. Th1S form 
1 
of the conduct10n-d1.ffuS10n term was used 1n the no,,' eq'tatlons wrltten 1.:1 
Sectlon 5.1 of Ref. C-l. 
A secord form of the conductlon-d.1.ffuS10n t~n. can be used for c~lem-
lca] eq'ullbnl.lm flo ..... , '..;hen C 1S l funct10n of p and T. Then we may wr1.te 
1. 
;:q. (E-2j 1S 
The f1rst S~~~tlon on the rlght 1S the react10n Srec1f1.C heat and the sum 
of the terms 1n square brackets 1.S the equ1l1br1.um speclflc heat 
c pe c + Zh (~C /~T) pf 1. 1 P 
Then the enthalpy der1.Vatlve 1S 
dh c dT + i:h {dC.1/dP)T dp p<! 1. 
We slnu.larly use 
dC (dC /dT) dT + (dC /dp) dp 
1. 1 P 1 T 
___ ~_'-- _4 __ ....... L ....... .::-__ _ 
(£-4) 
(£-5) 
.. 
, " 
in the diffusion term, so the conduction-diffusion term becomes 
"Cf 
aT 
- + 
ar • 
aT + tpc h (aci ) 2I? 
ar i i ap T ar 
The quantity in square brackets on the right is the equilibrium thermal 
'\ 
conductivity 
(E-6) 
(E-7) 
whi~h adds the reaction conductivity term to the frozen conJuctivity. The 
reaction conductivity is the expression in Eq. (4-55c) of Ref. E-l, and the 
AC discussed there is the equilibrium conduc~ivity "ce. If we now replace 
the temperamregradient in Eq. (E-6) by the enthalpy gradient from Eq. (E-S), 
we hnd 
f ~ + aC. tpC.h. 1. Tr .. , cf 3r 1. 1. 
/ 
A 
[ 3h (ac. ) ~] Ce + t(Lee1. -1) h. -2:. c iJr 1. 3p T 3r pe 
The second term on the right involves an equilibrium Lewis number 
but 1.t also has a radial pressure gradl.ent term, which we have taken to be 
small enough to ignore. Thus, by uSl.ng the equilibrium formulation of "c 
and c , we can write the conduction-dl.ffusion term simply as 
p 
7 
--- '--
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The energy conservation equation (E-lc) now becomes 
pu ~~ + pv ~~ + d ~au )2 1 a (Ace 3h) V·s = u -~+ll- + -- r--
- dx 3r r dr c 3r pe 
The laser energy flux term is split off from the radiation flux vector !. 
We take a parallel beam with only an x component, which we call I. Then the 
laser provides a term aI/ax on the laft of the energy equation. However, the 
absorption equation for the laser cn~rgy is expressed in terms of a laser 
absorption coefficient kL as 
aI/ax = -k I L 
This shows that the laser can be looked upon as providing a heating term kLI 
on the right side of the energy equation. (We permit I to depend on both r 
and x, through the laser propagates only in the x direc~ion.) The remaining 
part of the radiant energy flux is due to gas radiation transport, and we 
will denote it by ~R. Then the energy equation is 
ah ah R ~ (au)2 1 a ( ACe ah) pu ax + pv dr + V·E. = u dx + II 3r + kLI + r ar r c ar 
pe 
(E-B) 
Th~s is the equ~librium form of the energy equat~on. If the first 
approach to the convect~on-d~ffusion term had been used, Eq. (E-3), the only 
diff~rence would have been replacement of the last term by 
1 a 
r dr r - - + E (Le -1) h. -I ACf [dh del] I Cpf 3r ~ ~ 3r 
~s form was g~ven ~n Eq. (5-ld) of Ref. E-l. 
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(E-9) 
If Lei - 1 for all species, the equations become the same,-because 
it is easy to see that then 1:f/cpf '" 1:e/cpe' Use of the equilibrium form 
Eq. (E-B) avoids the calculation of eCiler when the assumption Lei a 1 is 
not warranted. This simplification is achieved at the expense of having to 
use Ace instead of ACf ' which means including the reaction conductivity. 
The present computer program uses the equilibrium formulation-Eq. (E-B), 
and the subsequent transformations described in this appendix will use that 
equation also. The alternative formulation using Eq. (E-9) is given in 
chapter V of Ref. E-l. 
These conservation equations are singular on the axis r a 0, and must 
be expressed in limiting form there. On the axis, symmetry requires that 
v = 0 and euler ~ O. Near the axis these two quantjties are proportional to 
r. All the terms with the operator veler vanish because v vanishes while 
elar is finite. The only terms which must be looked at carefully are those 
with a llr factor. A typical one is the viscous term in the momentum equa-
tl.on (E-lb): 
The las~ t~rm is of order r2 and vanishes on the axis. The first term is 
finite, and the second term is the same as the first when a Taylor series 
~xpansion of au/er is made. Thus on the axis 
( -rl a au) ar ~ = 
a 
Exactly similar treatment can be accorded the second term in Eq. (E-la) and 
the last term in Eq. (E-8). The resulting equations on the axl.S are 
apu + 
ax 
2p av = 
ar o 
.. --
(E-lOa) 
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au u-c: 
ax 
pu ah + 
ax 
(E-lOb) 
(E-lOc)-
The numerical solution of the flow equations is accomplished by using 
the stream function $ as an independent variable. We define it as 
-pvr 
so the mass conservation equation is satisf1ed automatically. The stream 
function has the phys1cal signif1cance of being the mass flow through a 
cross-section of radius r, except for a factor of 2n. It replaces the vari-
able r. The other independent variable is F; = x, but is given' new name 
to avo1d confusion in the transformation process. The transformation from 
x,r to F;,$ is given in Section 5.2 of Ref. E-l. The momentum and energy 
conservation equat10ns (E-lb and E-8) become 
ah V.S 
aE; + ~ 
1 d kLI ~+--+ P dE; pu 
(E-lla) 
2 
2 (aU) pur \l a$ 
The corresponding equat10ns on the axis are found from Eqs. (E-lOb and 
E-lOc). The transformat10n on the axis is derived 1n Sect10n 5.2 of Ref. E-l 
and shows that a2/ar2 ~ pu3/3$. Then the momentum and energy conservation 
equat10ns on the axis are 
1 ~ 3u 
pu dE; + 2\l 31/1 
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(E-12a) 
au 
aE; + 
r:;·s 
-pu (E-12b) 
The only other change to the flow equations given in Chapter V of 
Ref. E-I is in calculating the heat flux to the wall arising from the con-
vective and diffusive terms. The radial heat flux is the coefficient of r 
in the last term of Eq. (E-lc): 
The minus sign is needed so that negative radial gradients produce positive 
radial flux. The transformation to the equilibrium form leads to the form 
exhibited by the last term of Eq. (E-8): 
ACe 
qc =--c-
pe 
:-' The further transformation to ~ as the 1ndependent variable produces 
q c 
C 
- pur 
(E-13) 
(E-l4) 
as in the last term of Eq. (E-Ilb). It is shown in Section 5.6 of Ref. E-I 
how to evaluate this on the wall streaml1ne where u = 0 but a/a~ is infinite. 
We convert alar in Eq. (E-13) to a/ar2 by multiplying by 2r. Then a/ar2 
is evaluated in f1n1te difference form and related to a finite difference 
form in~. The result is 
2r A 
w Cew 
c pew 
(E-15) 
where the ~~antit~es w1th subscr~pt ware to be evaluated on the wall stream-
line and those without subscripts are to be evaluated at the first streamline 
away from the wall. 
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We note that if the wall streamline is at an angle to the x-axis, 
only the component of the radial flux ~ which is normal to the wall supplies 
heat to the wall. 
In s~ry, the computer program solves Eqs. (E-lla and E-llb) , 
except on the axis where Eqs. (E-12a and E-12b) are used. The conduction-
diffusion heat flux to the wall is evaluated using Eq. (E-15). The change 
from the formulat~on given in Chapter V of Ref. E-l is in the energy equation 
and qe where ~~f/cpf is replaced by ~ce/Cpe' and the aCi /3r term is omitted. 
The equilibriwn thermal conductivity ~ce is defined in Eq. (E-7), and its 
calculation is discussed in section 4.4 of Ref. E-l. The equilibri~ spec-
ific heat c is defined in Eqs. (E-2 and E-4). It is actually (3h/3T) pe p 
for a mixture which stays in chemical equilibrium, as shown by Eq. (E-5). 
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APPENDIX F 
RADIATION MODEL FOR H2/H20/CS MIXTURES 
A band model was constructed in the Interim Report, Ref. F-l, for the 
radiation from a specific mixture of hydrO<}en, water and cesium. The model 
has been modified to give reliaDle predictions of the radiation from mixtures 
subject to the following constraints: temperature ~ 6000 K; pressure between 
three and one hundred atmospheresl radius between three and thirty centimeters; 
initial cesium molar concentration from .005 to .01; and initial water molar 
concentrations from .05 to .10. 
The radiating species which were considered were H20, CH, Cs (bound-
free transitionsl, H2 (vibrational transitions), H(bound-free transition), H-, 
and the free-free contr~butions from E-H, E-Cs, E-H+ and E-Cs+. Analysis of 
detailed calculations of both the absorption coefficient and the radiation 
emission coefficient indicated that the three band~ defined in Ref. F-l were 
adequate to descr~be the radiat~on for the range of parameters considered. 
The parameters used to describe the radiation in the three bands are descr~d 
below. 
104 em-I Band 3: 2 x < W < ~ 
The maJor contributions in th~s band are the free bound radiation 
involving H- and the first excited state of Cs. The expression used in 
Ref. F-l is st~ll valid, that is 
* k3 = 1.0E-17 n~s + 2.5E-17 nWI 
where n* is the number density of the f~rst two excited states of cesium Cs 
and nHM is the number dens~ty of H • 
-1 4 -1 Band 2: 8000 em < w < 2 x 10 em 
The major contributions ~n this band are the free bound radiation 
~nvolving H- and the intermedIate excited states of Cs. The expressions 
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(F-l) 
(F-2) 
~ 
developed in Ref. F-l remains valid, that is 
ki = 1. 75E-17 nc: + 4.2E-17 nHM 
where n** is the number density of the intermediate excited states of cesium. Cs 
Band 1: a < 00 < 8000 em-I 
There are several important radiators in the low temperature band. 
In addition to bound-free radiation associated with highly excited states 
of Cs, there are contributions from Bremsstrahlung wh~n an electron collides 
with Cs, H, H+, cs+ and H2, and also contributions from vibrational bands 
of H2 , OR and "20. The contribution of the cesium bound-free radiation and 
the Bremsstrahlung radiation are well represented by the following expres-
sion for the absorption coefficient 
~ = 1.3E-17 n*** + L n n G • (00 
--:1 Cs i 1. E EJ. (F-3) 
*** In the above expression nCs loS the number density of the highly excited states 
of cesium, nE is the electron concentration, n. is the concentratJ.on of species i 1. ~ 
and GEi loS the inverse Bremsstrahlung cross-sect10n for collision between 
c -1 electro~s and species 1 evaluated at 00 = 4500 em 
The absorption coefficient for the vibrational transitions in H20, 
OH and H2 varies rapidly as the wave number varies: thus these transitions 
are not amenable to accurate representation by a constant absorption coefficient. 
Fortunately, for the range of radius, pressure, temperature and composition 
considered here, these transit10ns can be well represented as a transparent 
contribution to the radiation. They are included in the radiation modeling 
as a contribution to V·~R, namely 
R (V·~ 1 thin 2 9 l.07E-36 TO.
6 
1.8SE-21T • nH20 + 6043/T 
e - 1 
+ 
2.S3E-ll 
S136/T I 
e -
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(F-4) 
where nH 0' nH ' and nOH are the number densities of H20, "2 and OH 
. I 2 respect1ve y. 
The band model calculations are compared to detailed calculations 
of the radiation parameters in Figs, F-l - F-6. In Fig. F-l the spectral 
absorption coefficient kw for ~ atm of Cs at 6000 K is shown for both models. 
The band model values are average values of k throughout limited spectral 
w 
ranges; however, the average values depart from the detailed values both 
-1 
at very low Wand at W greater than 30000 em In Fig. F-~ the normalized 
spectral emission coefficient is shown in both models. It is seen that the 
major contribution to the emission coefficient is well approximated, and the 
errors in k at both ~ll and large W do not lead to errors in the spectrally w 
integrated emission coefficient of more than 5 percent. 
The absorption coefficient for one atmosphere of Hi at 4000 K is 
shown in Fig. F-3 for both the detailed model and the band model. The band 
-1 
values are representative of average values except for w > 30,000 cm and 
-1 w < 3,000 cm • The maJor contribution to the spectral emission coefficient 
is again well approximated; the error in the band model approximation for 
the integrated emission coefficient is 10 percent. 
Finally, Fig. F-5 shows the deta1led calculat10n of the absorption 
coeffic1ent for vibrat10nal transitions in one atmosphere water vapor at 2000-K. 
The rapid var1ation of the absorption coefficient cannot be well characterized 
-1 by a single constant value from w = 0 to 8000 cm , but the integral of the 
spectral emiss10n coeff1c1ent, which is shown 1n Fig. F-6,is 91ven by a term 
1n Eq. F-4. Th1s approX1mat10n 1S in error only when strong reabsorption 
occurs, which requ1res that the product of the part1al pressure of H20 and 
the rad1us be approximately 30. Only for the largest sizes and highest pres-
sures considered does the transparent approxi~at10n fail, and even then the 
failure 1S lim1ted to low temperature regimes where radiation losses are small. 
Based on slmilar comparisons of the band model w1th deta11ed spectral 
calculations, it has been concluded that the band model approximates the im-
portant radiative losses within ten percent for the range of pressure, temper-
atule, radius, and cornposit10ns of interest. 
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APPENDIX G 
LASER SUPPORTF.D COMBUSTION WAVE MODEL 
One method of coupling laser energy into a gas is by means of a laser 
supported combustion (LSC) wave. This is a mechanism which permits the ab-
sorptioll of laser energy in a flowing gas, to produce a high temperature flow. 
It is analagous to a deflagration wave in chemical combustion. The r..8C wave 
consists of a constant pressure region in which th~~ gas temperature rises 
sharply to a high value, and then d~~cays slowly. ~rhc high temperature region 
is maintained by the absorption of laser energy, usually by inverse Brems-
strahlung absorption. The rapid temperature rise from the cold on-coming 
gas to the hot region is accomplished by the transport of energy from the 
hot region forward into the cold gas by both thermal conduction and radiation. 
The decay of the temperature at the back of the wave is caused by radiation 
losses dominating the absorption of laser energy, because the beam has already 
been almost completcl y absorbed. 
A previous analytical study has been made of such waves in hydrogen, 
and the results have been reported in Ref. G-l. Presented there is a pri-
l11arily one-dimensional model of the structure of such a wave, although the 
effect of beam convergence and some estimate of transverse energy losses 
were included. 
In the presE~nt study, the Tlodel in Ref. G-l was partially extended 
to include an equilibrium mixture of cesium and hydrogen. These extensions 
were incorporated into the computer program developed in the previous work, 
so that the structure of LSC waves in cesium-hydrogen mixtures can be calc\l-
lat<~(l. This appendix gives a brief description of the model as it presently 
exists. 
For an LSC wave, as for a deflagration wave ,r the momentu."lI equation 
is satisfied by taking the pressure p to be constant. Conservation of mass 
in the one-dimensional flow requires 
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pu - m .. A constant (G-l) 
where P and u are the density and flow velocity. Conservation of energy is 
conveniently expressed by the use of the total enthalpy as 
T 
R d ( dT) CLC f V·s = - A - + - A dt 
- dx Ce dx R2 Ce 
300 
(G-2) 
R Here h is the gas enthalpy, I the laser intensity, ~ the gas radiation 
energy flux, T the temperature, R the beam radius, and ACe the_equilibrium 
thermal conductivity of the gas, as defined in Appendix E. This equation 
expresses the balance of convection of total enthalpy, laser absorption, 
gas radiant energy flux, combined conduction-diffusion energy flux, and an 
estimate for transverse conduction losses. 
The relation for the beam intensity is obtained by conserving the 
power in the beam. If the beam area is An then the power is IAn' and con-
servation requires the decrease of power in the propagation direction x to 
equal the power absorbed with absorption coefficient kL• Thus, we have 
(G-3) 
whose solution is 
(G-4) 
where the subscr~pt i refers to the locat~on x = O. 
The energy equation (G-2) deals with the flow near the beam centerline 
where dI/dx = -kLI. Use of Eq. (G-4) shows that 
dI 
dx 
-T 
= -k e 
L 
(G-5) 
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Thus, the laser absorption term depends not only on the absorption coefficient, 
but also on the beam shape An(X)' 
In Ref.-G-l, Section-4.2,~an-expression-for-the-beam-shape is obtained 
in terms of three physical parameters. One is the distance xF from the be-
ginning of the wave, x = 0, to the beam focal plane. The other two are the 
distance L from the focusing lens to the focal plane, and the size wL of the 
beam on the focusing lens. The" appear only in the ratio L/WL, which is the 
f- number of the lens. The area ratio is g1ven by 
where 
z 
o 
= 
~L (W~) 
(G-6a) 
2 
(G-6b) 
and WL is the laser wavelength. Equations (G-S) and (G-6) serve to define 
the laser absorption term in the energy equation (G-2) in terms of the 
absorpt10n coeff1cien~kL,-the wave to focal plane distance xF and the lens 
f- number L/W
L
• 
The rad1ation term V.~R must be specified 1n terms of the gas prop-
ert1es. The study for hydrogen radiation, made in Refs. G-l and G-2, showed 
that there were two parts to the rad1ation-transport. One-was a-volumetric 
loss term cons1st1ng of transparent rad1ation, PT, and one a rad1at10n trans-
port term wh1ch can be modeled uS1ng the conduct10n approximation. Then 
the rad1at10n term is expressed as 
d 
P --T dx (G-7) 
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A parametric expression for PT was given in Appendix D of Ref. G 
for hydrogen as 
(G-8) 
3 
expressed in W/m. Here e1 is the ionization energy for hydrogen, expressed 
-3 in degrees K, nA ~s the number density of hydrogen atoms in m and QeLA 
is the electronic partition function of these atoms 
., 
exp [-OI(l-j-2, IT] Q
e1A E 2 
... 
.. J j=l 
The constants C3 and C2 depend on gas pressure and laser power level, and 
have been worked out for 10 kW and SMW lasers at 1,3,10 and 30 atm: 
P(kW) p(atm) C3 C2 
10 1,3 2 2.4 
10 10,30 1.3 2.4 
5000 1,3 2 0.4 
5000 10,30 2.2 0.4 
For the radiation conductiv~ty AR, an expression was also g~ven in 
Append~x D of Ref. G-l. It ~s expressed for hydrogen-in terms-of (in MKS 
units) 
0.775xl030 Qe1A 7' -150,865/T 
7 
\'"UV 
. e L (lSO,86S/T) .. £1 T2 nA (1l60S/T) 8 £=0 (G-9al 
kvw .. 12.68xlO-
22 
nA/QelA (G-9b) 
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Then it was shown that 
~R - ~VUV X {the smaller of 1 or 2Rk~}_ (G-IOa) 
is to be used in the derivative term of Eq. (G-7) and 
co (G-lOb) 
is to be used in the integral term. 
The constants CLC in Eq. (G-2) and CLR in Eq. (G-7) are coefficients 
which provide th~ strength of the transverse conduct~on losses. This form 
of transverse loss est~te was f~rst proposed by Ra~zer in Ref. G-J, for 
ordinary conduction. He proposed the value 3 for the constant, which we have 
adapted for CLC • For CLR we have used J for a 5 MW laser and 0 for a 10 kW 
laser, where the size of the beam is quite small for the ~ntens~ties of 
interest. 
W~th the laser and gas properties so specified, the energy equation 
(G-2) can be integrated from x=O, at wh~ch we choose a temperature T. low 
~ 
enough so no radiation losses can occur up to that temperature. A boundary 
condition there ~s obtained by equating the e~ergy which has been added to the 
~ncoming gas to that wh~ch has been transported from the hot gas. This energy 
balance requ~res, with ( )0 the ~ncoming gas state, 
Ih - h + (u 2 
~ 0 ~ 
., 
u -)/21 
o 
= (Ae + hR-) (dT/dx) e ~ ~ (G-ll) 
The equat~on of state for the gas ~s also used, relating p, p, T and h. 
F~nally, .the mass conscrvat1on equat~on (G-l) pcrm~ts u to be el~inatcd 1n 
favor of p. 
The ~ntegrat~on of Eq. (G-2) requires a value for mAo Th~s is a 
free parameter whose value must be chosen so that the ~ntegrat~on produces 
a physically reasonable temperature profile. If mA ~s too small, T will go 
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to zero after rising to a peak. If rnA is too large, T will climb continually 
without reaching a peak. For the correct solution, T rises to a peak, and 
then decays to a constant value. The procedure for finding the correct 
value of rnA' by iterat1ve integration of Eq. (G-2), is described in Ref. G-l. 
The formulation as described above is also valid for a gas mixture, 
provided the gas properties and radiation and conduction loss coefficients 
are properly evaluated. For the cesium-hydrogen mixture of present interest, 
some of these properties have been evaluated, but not all. The equilibrium 
thermodynamic propert1es have been described in Chapter IV of Ref. G-l and 
are incorporated in the present program. The equilibrium thermal conductivity 
was also cons1dered 1n Chapter IV of Ref. G-l. There it was found that small 
amounts of cesium added to hydrogen (CS/H=o.Ol) have a negligible effect on 
the thermal conductiv1ty of the mixture, so that the values of ~ce appropriate 
for pure hydrogen may be used. They are given 1n Fig. 4-1 of Ref. G-l, 
T 
and are incorporated in the present program both as ~ and as ( ~ dT. 
Ce )300 Ce 
The only part of the program which has not yet had the effect of 
ces1um incorporated is that arising from radiation transport, both PT and 
~R' The present version of the program still conta1ns the formulation appro-
priate to pure hydrogen. It-was found-in Chapter III of Ref. G-l that 
cesium 1S a good rad1ator, so it will be necessary to mod1fy the rad1at10n 
terms to 1nclude the presence of cesium seed. This has not yet been done. 
Therefore, the use of ces1um in the present verS10n (September 1980) of the 
LSC wave program must be viewed w1th great caution. The radiation transport 
and loss terms will probably be under-estimated by an unknown amount. These 
rad1at1on ternls need to be re-formulated to make them valid for inclusion of 
ces1um. 
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APPENOIXH 
mOEL FOR LASER SUPPORTED COMBUSTION 
WAVE HEATING WITH BUFFEP GAS COOLING 
one of the possible heat~g modes for a laser heated thruster is use 
of the laser supported combustion (LSC) wav~ mechanism. In this mode nearly 
all the laser energy absorption occurs in a few centimeters in an LSC wave, 
and a hot gas issues from the wave, with very little energy remaining in the 
laser beam. This hot gas must then be accelerated to produce thrust. 
In a pure hydrogen LSC wave, the temperature of the hot gas is near 
20,000 K, while for a cesium-seeded gas it may be somewhat lower. In either 
case, the gas is too hot to be in contact with the walls. one possible cool-
ing method loS to surround the hot gas with a co-flowing unheated annulus of 
buffer gas, which will act as an 1.nsulator letween the laser-heated gas and the 
wall. Thl.s method of cooling can be IOOdeled by combining the LSC wave model 
descrJ.bed in Appendix G w1.th the thrust chamber desi9I1. model described in 
Appendix E. 
A d1.agram of the model is shown in Fig. H-1. An LSC wave of rad1.us 
~ stands at the entrance to the thrust chamber. Entering the wave is a laser 
beam of intensity 10 and a mass flow per unit area rnA = Pou
o 
caused by an 
incoming stream of gas at temperature T , density p , pressure p and speed 
o 0 0 
u • 
o 
Also enter1ng the thrust chamber is buffer gas flow, w1th the same prop-
erties and speed, 1.n the annulus from ~ to Rm. However, th1s gas 1S not 
heated by the laser, since the laser beam is only of rad1us ~. 
At some po1nt ~ the structure of the LSC wave we arr1ve at stat10n 
A-A where we stop the LSC wave calculat1.on and start the two-dimensional thrust 
chaII'.ber calculat1ons. At present, th1s s';ation 1S taken to be at the peak tem-
perature of the LSC wave, though other choices could be made. It is des1rable 
to have nearly all the laser energy absorbed by stat10n A-A, or else further 
increases in temperature could occur in the thrust chamber. 
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F~gure H-l D~agram show~ng coupling of LSC wave (Program LSCWCS) 
to thrust chamber (Progra:n CUiTE) • Stat~on A-A l.S the 
l.nl.tial statl.on for Program CLHTE. 
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The cond~tions at the stat10n A-A in the LSC wave (velocity, mA, te~ 
perature, pressure) are used as 1nitial cond1tons for the start of the two-
dimensional thrust chamber design calculation in the radius region up to ~. 
In the annulus between Ib and Rm' the initial conditions are-determined. from 
the buffer gas flow. However, the incoming buffer gas conditions themselves 
are not used. L~stead, the energy lost by transverse conduction from the LSC 
wave up to station A-A is added to the incoming buffer gas flow. The 't'esultwg 
gas conditions are used as initial conditions in the thrust chamber design cal-
culation in the annulus from ~ to Rm· 
The p.nergy lost, per unit thickness of the LSC wave, in the transverse 
direction, is modeled in Appendix G as 
d CLC 3:;::_ 
dx R2 
per un1t transverse surface 
T T CLR f ACe dT f +--R2 
T 
0 
area. 
2 Q = liR 
Thus, 
A-A 
~ 
T 0 
the total 
5dx 
dx 
where the integral is taken-up to station A-A. 
AR dT (B-1) 
energy lost is 
(H-2) 
This energy 1S assumed to be absorbed by the buffer gas, which has a 
2 2 ma~s flow rate of ~ per unit area, through an annulus of area 1f(R
m 
- Ib). 
Then the add1tional energy per un1t mass added to the buffer gas 1S 
Q _ Au 
.. un • 
• (2 2) ~1T Rm - ~ 
(H-3) 
An energy balance for the bu~fer gas from inlet to station A-A is 
then 
(H-4) 
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where the subscript bf refers to the buffer gas at station A-A. Similarly, 
a mass balance requires 
(H-5) 
The pressure ~s assumed not to change through the LSC wave so Pbf,= po. Since 
the calor~c equat~on of state ~f(Po' Tbf ) and the thermal equation of state 
Pbf(Po' Tbf ) are assumed known for the buffer gas mixture, Eqs. (a-J, H-4 and 
11-5) are sufficient to determ~ne the state at station A-A when the incoming 
state () is known. 
a 
Th~s procedure co~letely specifies the state of the gas at station 
A-A, the L~itial station of the thrust c~~r design calculation. It con-
s~sts of a hot core and a cool buffer annulus, both made of the same gas 
~xture. Then the flow equat~ons spec~fied ~ Append~x E can be appl~ed to 
calculate the thrust chamber shape and heating. 
It should be noted that the present (September 1980) version of the 
r-- thrust chamber des~gn computer code does not conta~n a rad~at~on model for 
the high temperature (> 6000 K) gas emerging from the LSC wave. It should 
therefore be used w~th caut~on lmt~1 such a model has been ~cluded. 
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APPENDIX I 
EXPERIMENTAL EMEASUREMENTS OF ABSORPTION OF 
10.6 }.1m RADIATION BY WATER VAPOR 
_Experimental Methodology and Limitations 
An existing shock tube facility was used to measure the absorption 
coefficient of water vapor for 10.6 1lm radiation at high temperatures. The 
shock tube is a well understood experimental tool and is ideal for creating 
the pressures and temperatures required for the proposed measurements. 
Small shock tubes are relatively inexpensive to operate and take the gas 
mixture almost: instantly to a known high temperature and pressure. Test 
times up to a millisecond in duration are possible, which are more than 
sufficient to simulate the heating process in a laser-heated thruster. 
As shown in Fig. I-I, a shock tube consists of a high pressure sec-
tion and a low pressure section separated by a diaphragm. h~en the diaphragm 
bursts, the h~gh pressure gas flow~ng irto the low pressure section acts as 
a piston, compressing and accelerating the low pressure gas ahead of it. Pro-
cess~ng of the low pressure gas is accomplished by a shock wave which travels 
dhead of the piston. h~en the shQck wave passes through the test section at 
the end of the shock tube, ~t reflects off the end w~ll and reshocks the pre-
viOusly shocked gas, compressing it further. It ~s usual to specify the con-
ditions in the high pressure region (the driver gas) by the subscript 4, 
conditions in the und~sturbed low pressure sect~on (the driver. gas) by sub-
script 1, the gas cond~tions beh~nd the ~ncident shock wave by subscript 2, 
and behind the reflected shock wave by subs~ript 5. This is shown in the 
position-versus t~me plot (F~g. I-lb). Heasurements are made in the test 
section in regions labeled 2 and 5. 
The shock wale heats the processed (or driven) gas, result~ng in an 
enthalpy per un~t mass ~, wh~ch ~s eas~ly and accurately calculable when 
the shock veloc~ty U ~s known. The enthalpy of the processed gas is approx-
5 
imately doubled when toe shock wave is reflected off the end wall. High 
temperatures require a h~gh enthalpy per unit mass, thus implying high shock 
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-velocities. The velocity of the gas piston increases as the pressure ratio 
across the diaphragm increa~es but cannot exceed a value of a few times the 
2 initial sound speed in the driver gas (U i t < ---1 a, where y is the specific p s on y-
heat ratio and a is the sound speed in the driver gas), even with an infinite 
pressuro ratio. Therefore, driver gases with high sound speeds arc desired. 
Host shock tube drivers usc hydrogen, and in the PSI shock tube, room temper-
ature hydrogen at up to 200 atmospheres pres~.urc is used. 
An idedlized representation of the temperature, pressure and laser 
energy transmitted which will be observed at the test section is shown in 
Fig. 1-2. Until t i , when the incident shock' passes, the low values of 
temperature and pressure of the quiescent dnven 'las arc observed, together 
with the incident laser intensity I. When the incident shock passes, at t., 
o ~ 
the temperature and pressure rapidly rise to the hiqher values T2 .1nd P2' 
The transmitted laser ~ntensity, It' is reduced becauo~ of the absorption 
in the shocked gas. When the reflected shock passes, at t , a aecond jump 
r 
in temperature and pressure occurs, to TS and PS' The transmltted laser in-
tensity ag.1in drops bec.Jusc of further absorpt~on in the hotter, higher 
pressure gas behind the reflected shock. 
When pcrform~nq an experiment in water vapor, there arc limitations 
on the choice of ~nit~al pressure in the driven gas (region 1 in Fig. I-lb). 
The initial pressure in this Jow pressure section of the shock tube is de-
term~ned by the allow.Jble r.Jngc for the partial pressure of water v.Jpor. 
The low pressure l1Jnlt lS detennined from the requlrement that any condensed 
water on the shock tube walls must not affect the measured water vapor mole 
percent of the gas ~n the tube. lit low partial pressures of water v.Jpor 
there w~ll-be at most a monolayer of water due to chemlsorption, and we have 
estlmated (USlng theories of Langmlllr, Brunauer, Emmett and Teller in R('f. r-2) 
that v.Jn der Waals forces also yield a monolayer of water molecules on the 
shock tube walls. To ellminate any effect of thlS monolayer on the gas in 
the tube, we have calculat~i that the p.Jrtlal pressure of water vapor ln the 
-3 drlven gas must be greater than 10 atm. 
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Similarly, if the pressure in the low pressure section is raised 
to the point where the vapor pressure of water exceeds the saturation vapor 
pressure at the coldest point in the system, water will condense out at that 
point, again making it difficult to control the amount of water in the tube. 
Therefore, the maximum vapor pressure of water is limited to 2 x 10-2 atm, 
the saturation vapor pressure at 200 C. 
within these high and low pressure limitations, we have determined 
the range of temperatures and pressures attainable in the shock tube by per-
forming a series of calculations for the water vapor mixtures using chemical 
equilibrium computer codes to determine the pressure and temperature behind 
the-incident and reflected shocks (regions 2 and 5 in Fig. I-lb). The re-
sults of these calc'llations are presented in Figs. I-3 and I-4. Calculations 
were made of the pressure and temperature behind the incident and reflected 
shocks for numerous water vapor mixtures. The mole percent of the water 
vapor was varied from 2\ to 16\. An example result for 10\ H20 in H2 is 
presented in Fig. 1-3. In this plot the pressure P2 denotes pressure be-
hind the incident shock and Ps denotes the pressure behind the reflected 
shock. The pressure and temperature beh1nd these shoc~s are increased by 
increasing the dr1ver pressure (and thus, the shock strength). The upper 
limit to the pressures 1S reached with the driver pressure at 200 atm. Lines 
are drawn correspond1ng to the two limiting values of the initial total pres-
sure in the low pressure section (i.e., PI = .01 atm corresponds to the 
10-3 atm H20 partial pressure min1mum). By connecting the max~um pressure 
points for the two 11mits on PI' we can define operating regimes for the shock 
tube. These regimes are shaded in Fig. 1-3 for both the incident and reflected 
shocks~ 
It can be seen that the m1xture of H20 :md H2 permits operation up 
to 1600 K behind the inc1dent shock and up to 2900 K behind the reflected shock. 
A similar plot for a mixture of 10\ H20 in argon 1S shown in F1g. 1-4. 
This shows a much 1ncreased temperature range, up to more than 6000 K. It 1S 
easier to raise the teMperature of the hea~y gas argon than the light hydrogen 
because the speed of sound is lower in argon. 
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The preliminary experiments reported here were performed in water-
argon mixtures, to take advantage of the higher temperatures which could be 
reached. For laser propulsion applications, hydrogen is the most desirable 
propellant so water-hydrogen mixtures are of the most interest. This brings 
up-the question of the relation between the absorption coefficients measured 
in water-argon mixtures and those which would occur in water-hydrogen mix-
tures at the same temperature and with the same partial pressure of water 
vapor. 
At low temperature and atmospheric pressure the absorption coefficient 
~s strongly dependent upon the location of tile laser line being absorbed 
relative to _the center of the molecular absorption lines of the water vapor 
molecule. The width of these absorption lines are dependent on the collision 
partner, i.e., the diluent gas. This would seem to indicate that the measured 
absorption coefficient could be strongly dependent upon whether argon or 
hydrogen is the collision partner. However, the number of populated states, 
and the density and the widths of the molecular absorption lines increase sub-
stantially at el~vated temperatures and pressures. Therefore, the lines 
overlap and the collision partner dependence of the absorption coefficient 
will become less and less important as the pressure and temperature is in-
creased. 
Under the present program, exper~ents were made using the P(20) laser 
line, with argon as the collision partner. The exper~ent is being continued 
at PSI under different sponsorship, and the dependence of water vapor absorption 
coefficient on both collision partner and laser l~ne will be explored in that 
program. 
The shock tube operating reg~e must be comb~ned w~th the constraints 
resulting from the minL~um measurable amount of the absorption which takes 
place. This constraInt places an additional limit on the range of allowable 
water vapor pressures. There must be suff~cient absorptIon by the H20 vapor 
so that it can be accurately measured. The rnlnlrnum absorpt~on we can measure 
is 1\ of the probe laser intens~ty. For the shock tube d~ameter of 3.8 em, 
we then need an absorption coeffIcIent k such that 3.8k = 0.01. 
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From the literature, we have estimated the absorption coefficient 
of water vapor (Ref. 1-3) and the results are shown in F1g. 1-5. From 
th1s figure we can find the partial pressure of water vapor at any tempera-
-1 ture which will give a value k = 0.01/3.B = 0.00263 em • Figure I-6 shows 
the result of such a calculat10n. Two curves are shown; one assumes that 
the water molecules remain water molecules even at h1gh temperatures; (that 
is, the chemistry is "frozen") and the other assumes that the chem1stry 1S 
in equilibrium. The latter curve should apply everywhere except very near 
the shock front. W1th this curve the requ1red vapor pressure starts low 
at room temperature because the water vapor cont1nuum is helping absorb, 
and rises untjl l1nes become important: then the requ1red pressure falls. 
It cont1nues to fall until the tcmperaturp reaches 2500 K, at which po1nt 
the water molecule begins to d1ssociate and the required in1t1al water 
vapor pressure must r1se aga1n. For frozen chem1stry the pressure also 
r1ses slightly at h1gh temperature. By operating the shock tube with 
part1al pressllres of water above the equ1l1br1UIn curve 1n F1g. I-5, more 
than 1\ absorption w111 occur, which should provide suff1c1ent measurement 
accuracy. 
Absorpt10n by water molecules condensed on the w1ndows, through 
wh1ch the absorpt10n measurement will be made, places another l1mit on 
the permissible operating partial pressures of water. L1quid water has a 
large absorption coeff1c1ent for 10.6 ~ rad1ation, w1th a value of k 
3 -1 greater than 10 cm : therefore, water must not be allowed to condense 
onto the w1ndows. Although the 1n1t1al gas sample w111 have a sufficiently 
low partial pressure of water, the shock wave ra1ses th1s pressure by large 
factors. Th1s 1S, of course, no problem 1n the mIddle of the shock tube 
where the gas 1S hot: however, the gas ncar the wall, _hich 1S at this same 
h1gh pressure, 1S at or ncar the temperature of the wall. S1nce the satura-
t10n vapor pressure of water 1S a steep funct10n of teMperature, warnlng the 
test sect10n ,..all can prevent concensat1on. The \'apor pressure of "'ater as 
a function of temperature 1S as follows: 
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Vapor pressure p = 0.02 atm @ 293 K 
s 
0.12 atm @ 323 K 
1.0 atm @ 373 K 
2.5 atm @ 400 K 
4.7 atm @ 423 K 
From these values of water vapor pressure, we observed that if the 
wall temperature could be ma~ntalned around 400 K, then condensation would 
not occur near the windows under experimental conditions. This approach was 
used early in the program: however, the shock tube overheated,result~ng 1n 
the ~elting of several piezoelectr~c pressure transducers and 0-r1ng vacuum 
-seals. Programmatic constraints dld not allow for a maJor heat1ng 5ystem 
redes1gn so the heatlng was reduced to 310 K. At this temperature, the par-
t1al pressure of water vapor be~nd the reflected shock is much greater than 
the saturation pressure and the effect of condensation (in the cold boundary 
layer ncar the w1ndows) had to be investigated. The results of the worst 
case condltions are presented below. 
In the shock tube the separat10n d1stance between the shock and the 
contact surface (reglon 2) approaches a Ilmit1ng value because of the wall 
boundary layer (Ref. 1-4). In add1tion, the cold boundary layer, if it is 
thick enough, will absorb laser radiat~on 1n a manner dlfferent from the 
unlform hot ga~ in the center of the tube. It is necessary to estlmate the 
contr1bul1on of th1S boundary layer to the overall absorpt10n measurement. 
Studies of the wall boundary layer 1n a shock tube have been re-
ported by Many lnvestigators (Refs. 1-5, 1-6 and 1-7). 1I~'re we w111 use the 
M~rels and King ser1es expanSlon Solut1on (Ref. 1-7) to e~timate the wall 
boundary layer contr1but1on to the absorptlon of laser rad1at10n. Consider 
the case of ,1 free i>LICdm tCInvcr.llure of approx1matelr 600 K. 1n reg~on 2, 
and a pressure of one atmosphere. Th1S can be consldered the most ser~ous 
case for boundary layer contr~butions because the absorption coefficlcnt cf 
water vapor at the laser wavelength has a ~n1mum at about 600 K. (F1g. 1-5). 
Thus, the absorpt1on coefficl.cnt 1n the boundary layer 1S Ingher than in the 
center of the tube. The mlxture 1S taken to be 20\ H20 and SOt H2 • The 
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~ 
.,,<!,erimental test time will be :: 20 ~sec with a shock speed of approximately 
5 2.1 x 10 em/sec (from a shock tube calculation). We will calculate the wall 
boundary layer profiles at a distance of 4.2 em from the shock. 
From the zeroth order solutions, we find that the boundary layer 
-2 thickness at 4.2 em behind the shock is approxioately 4.5 x 10 em (2.4\ 
of the shock tube diaMeter). In order to estimate the wall boundary layer 
contril)1Jtion to the overall absorption of laser radiation, the temperature 
profile at X = 4.2 on, where X is distance beh1nd the shock, is also needed 
and shown in Fig. 1-7. We can evaluate the ~ntegral n ~ fk dy where 
k(Tl and yare -the absorption coefficient of water vapor and the normal 
distance from the wall, respectively. For the free stream portion (in the 
_ -4 
tube center), n = 7. x 10 -5 The wall boundary layers give n ~ 1.2 x 10 
and this is approximately a 1.7\ effect. T~e above calculation is for a 
pressure of 1 atm. As the pressure is raised to 50 atm wh~le the tempera-
ture is m.antained at 600 K, the wall boundary layer contribution to the 
laser radiation absorption b~co~es ~pproxlmately 12 percent. Therefore, 
we conclude that bound dry layer effects will not seriously influence the 
~ 
curacy of the absorption measurement. 
Experimental Apparatus 
Figure 1-8 ~s a photograph of the 1. 5" I.D. shock tube during the 
set-up per~od for the NASA water vapor absorption coeff~c~ent measurements. 
In the foreground is the driver, connected to the 22' long dr~ven sect~on. 
At the far end there is a 10" long test sect~on where measurements are made 
and finally a 9 cubic foot dump tank ~s used to blc~d the tube to atmospheric 
pressure after a shot. The lIne tunable a~ CO2 laser and the optIcal de-
tection SystE~ are located on the table perpendIcular to the tube at the 
test section. Behind the table is the power supply for the laser. The laser 
absorptIon measurement system will detect a 1% change In absorption. (The 
heating tapes to ra~se the wall temperature had not been Installed when the 
photograph was taken.) Also located on the table but not readily VISIble 
IS a 0.25 m Jarrell-Ash Spectrometer used for laser wavelength calibrations 
and a Scientech power meter to measure the las~r output. 
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Fig: I-8 The PSI l.S Inch Shock Tubp. Facility 
Figure 1-9 is a schematic representation of th~shock tube gas 
handling system. Gas mixtures used in a test are prepared in the mixing 
tank. ~e tank is heated to prevent condensation of H20, and can be evac-
uated to a hard vacuum with the diffusion dump. The water is added from a 
flask through a valve at one end of the tal'lk. The water vapor pressure is 
monitoredhya Validyne DP-7 variable reluctance pressure transducer. 
Diluent gas is then added to the water vapor by injection through a spray 
bar located on the central axis on the tank, and the total pressure of 
the gas is measured. 
,... 
ThP pressure in the d~iven section of the shock tube is monitor~d 
by a thermocouple gauge before filling. Gas from the mixing tank is valved 
into the tube and the pressure is monitored by the Validyne tr~nsducer. 
The driver is evacuated to a rough vacuum before pressurization. 
Driver gas is supplied by a six cylinder manifold, and the fill pressure 
is monitored by a Bourdon-type pressure gauge equipped w~th_a check valve 
to hold the diaphragm burst pressure. When th~ diaphragm bursts, the shock 
wave is created and propagates through the driver section toward the test 
section. The pressure behind the shock wave was originally measured by 
seven piezoelectric transducers at 2.5 ft intervals upstream of the test 
sect~on, and the shock velocity was determined by measuring the time inter-
val between successive pressure transducers. After the tube overheated 
and dill1laged the transducers, the shock speed was determined by meilsud ng 
the shock transit time between one trunsc1l1cer upstrellm of the test section 
and the main transducer at the test sect~on. 
The test section and absorption measurement system arc located at 
th~ end of the driver sect~on and arc sho\m schematically in Fig. I-IO. 
The output of a PSI-built line-tuned single mode CN CO2 laser is directed 
through the test section to measure the absorption in the shocked gas. The 
windows in the test sections were 3/4" in diameter by 0.2" thick zinc sul-
fide. Originally NaCl windows were used: however, the thermal shock caused 
surface crazinq after only one shot • 
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A HgCdTe detector was used to monitor the absorption of the hot gas 
during a shot. Before the shot, the beam was blocked-to obtain the 0\ 
transmission level; no absorption is observed in the cold gas. A Kistler 
p1ezoelectric pressure transducer measures the pressure history in the test 
section during the absorption measurement. An E'nd wall is located 1.5" 
downstream from the windows to create the reflected shock; this allowed 
sufficient time for measurem~nts behind the incident shock. Idealized 
traces of the temperature, pressure and absorption in the test section are 
shown in Fig. 1-10. 
After the experiment, the gas in the tube automatically bleeds into 
the dump tank through a check valve, eliminating the need for a downstream 
diaphragm. The data was collected by a CAMAC data acquisition systp~ 
and processed by the PSI PRIMe 400 computer after each shot. 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
Shock tube runs w~re conducted in H20/Ar mixtures to measure the 
absorption coefficient of water vapor. I~ the early checkout runs, large 
fluctuations in the transm1tted laser beam intensity were ob~erved, with a 
10 to 20 ~s period, after the gas was shock-heated. 
TWo possible sources of these fluctuations were identified. One 
was a 7i 1ncrease in the cross-sectional area of the shock tube in the test 
section, whece flat windows were mounted in the walls of a round tube. The 
passage of the incident and reflected shock waves through this area generates 
weak secondary waves ~nich cculd cause small density changes in the hot gas. 
This in turn could cause changes 1n the index of refract10n of the gas, move 
the transmitted laser beam around on ~~e detector, and cause fluctuations 
in the signal measured. 
A second possible cause could be a parasitic coupling of the distur-
bances in the hot gas to the gas in the laser cavity, causing fluctuations 
in the laser output. 
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In the present program it was not possible to design and build a new 
-
test section to eliminate the area change, so both problems were attacked by 
a reconfiguration of the optical system. The collimated laser beam was dif-
fused DY inserting a roughened NaCI flat in the beam Defore it entered-the 
test section. A lens was used to image the center of the test section onto 
the detector. The optical diffuser decouples the laser from the test gas to 
reduce the possibility of parasitics being generated. Diffusion of the laser 
beam illuminates the test section more uniformly a~d reduces the effect of 
local density fluctuations on the beam. 
This optical configuration reduced the fluctuations to a few percent 
of the transmitted beam intensity. However, it also reduced the transm.ltted 
intensity sufficiently that Droad-band emissior. from the hot gas in the test 
section, after the reflected shock, was comparable to the orig1nal laser in-
tensity. To reduce this emission, the optical bandwidth of the detection 
system was reduced by inserting a 10.6 ~ (1.7 ~ FWHM) interference filter 
in front of the detector. The hot gas emission was substantially reduced, 
but not eliminated by the filter. To further reduce ~~ission effects, the 
data runs were made by performing two identical shots at each exper1mental 
condition, one with the laser off to measure gas emission, and one with the 
laser on to measure both gas emission and transmitted bean intensity. Sub-
traction of the detector s.lgnal for the two runs yielded the actual-absorption. 
The tcrnperature and pressure of the test gas was calculated uS.lng 
the measurement of the .lnc.ldent shock velocity. This measurement was made 
in the uniform portion of the shock tube upstream of the test section. 
However, the gas in wh.lch the absorption was observed was proce~sed after 
the shock moved .lnto the t~st section, where the area increased by 7\, wh1ch 
caused the shock to slow down. A small correction was applied to the 
measured shock velocity to account for th.ls slowdown. 
The correction was obtained from the theory of shock dynamics .ln 
channels of vary.lng area (Ref. 1-8), which expresses the change in shock ~~ch 
number from an original value M to a new value 1-1, when the area changes from 
o 
an original val~e A to a new value A. The express10n for the new Mach number 
o 
is 
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The temperature and pressure changes are then found by perturbing the equa-
tions for temperature an~ pressure Jump across a shock wave. 
A typ1cal computer output trace of the pressure measured 1n the test 
section is shown in Fig. I-II, with the jumps at the incldent and reflected 
shocks clearly visible. Also sho'~ 1~ the detected signal with the probe 
laser off. The signal shows a slight increase when the reflected shock 
arr1ves, due to hot gas em1ssion. The second shot of this pa1r of shots, 
w1th the laser on, is shown in FIg. 1-12. The pressure trace is nearly 
1dentical. The 100\ laser transmIssion line is shown, together with the 
measured trace. A small amount of reduced transmisslon (absorption) is 
seen after the incident shock, and a much larger amount after-the-reflected 
shock. The f1gure shows that the level of the transmItted signal st1ll 
varles, so a value was determ1ned by averaging over SO lJs of dIgltIzed dat6 
(SO polnts in FIg. 1-12). 
Five shots have been made by the method described, and for each shot 
a measurement was made behind the InCldent shock and the reflected shock. 
The results are shown 1n Fig. 1-13. The points labeled 2 are inclden~ shock 
measutements, and those labeled 5 are reflected shock measurements. These 
results, and their relation to the values used in the modeling, are discussed 
in the main body of thIS report in Chapter IV. Table I-I presents the re-
sults in tabular form. 
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Flg. I-12 Experimental pressure and detector traces wlth probe laser on. 
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Fig. I-13 ~Ieasurements of the absorpt~on coeff~cient of 10.6 J.1m 
taken at the P(20) line ~n water vapor from the present 
experiments. 
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Run T2 (K) 
A 114B 
B 1106 
C 1435 
D 1721 
E 16Bl 
Rt.n TS (K) 
A 2101 
B 2146 
C 2770 
D 3064 
E 2999 
TABLE I-1 
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 
Run Gas Composition 
A 16.7\ H20 in Ar 
B ;'.00\ H20 in Al" 
C 4.96\ H20 in Al" 
D,E 10.3\ H20 in Ar 
Incident Shock Conditions 
P2 (atrn) PH20 (arna) !Io Trans 
1.69 0.0664 >99 
11.3 0.0566 >99 
7.02 0.0663 >99 
4.50 0.0733 97.2 
4.3B 0.0729 9B.O 
Reflected Shock Conditions 
P5 (atm) PH20 (arna) % Trans 
B.04 0.171 94.2 
49.0 0.123 93.7 
33.4 0.141 7B.5 
22.B 0.162 77.9 
22.1 0.167 17.B 
.147 
It -- -i (em -ama ) 
<0.040 
<0.047 
<0.032 
0.10 
0.073 
k (em -1 -1 arna ) 
0.092 
0.14 
0.45 
0.41 
0.38 
I 
I' 
, 
, , 
The error bars shown are those due to an estimated 2\ error in 
reading the transmitted laser intens1ty. They do not account for signal 
fluctuat1ons, or poss1ble errors in the temperature and pressure correc-
tions dLe to the area change in the test section. 
As ment~oned above, this experiment 15 continuing at PSI under 
other sponsorsh1p. In that work a new test sect10n will be used, and other 
e~per1mental problems will be elim1nated. The present results should be 
looked upon as preliminary. They do, however, provide encourag1ng evidence 
that the absorption coeffic1ents used in the model1ng are w1thin a factor 
of 2 of the actual values. 
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